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Treasury releases spending figures
William Durgin, Treasurer and Vice President of Business
Affairs, and Gerard Zimmermann, Director of Physical Plant,
made presentations to the SGA Monday night which described
the current tuition breakdown and future campus renovations.
By CHRIS SERRES
NEWS EDITOR
Mr. Durgin began his
presentation to the SGA by
stating that the cost of
educating a single student at
Holy Cross is $26,738. With





Durgin then showed a
variety of graphs displaying




source of revenue is tuition,
which comprises a relatively
high 57 percent of the
College's income. Durgin
said this high percentage has
led many to classify Holy
Cross as a "tuition-dependent
institution."
Durgin listed financial aid
as one of the major
expenditures of the College.
Approximately 50 percent of
the students at Holy Cross
are receiving aid, with the
average family on on aid
getting approximately $6,000
of Holy Cross support The
other 50 percent of the
students not on aid partially
support this cost through
their tuition.
Durgin said the recent
rise in insurance costs and
legal fees to offset a rise in
law suits has become an
unexpectedly high
expenditure for the College.
Durgin also presented the
results of a comparison made
between Holy Cross'
expenditures and twenty




the SGA on the campus
facility upgrades over the
past decade and those
projects planned for the next
five years.
Zimmerman • began his
presentation by defining
Physical Plant as an umbrella
organization which controls
maintenance, building
facilities, and design work.
This would include such
costs as utilities, landscaping,





three ambitious goals for the
(Continued on Page 4)
OPERATING RESULTS FOR 1991:EXPENDITURES
Instruction $17741760
Student Svcs 6,031,374



































raised last Thursday in a
debate between city
3tusibe




Off the Bench 19
On the Brink 11
The Purple Page 20
Ramblings  17
Thought Jogger 10
Top Ten  7
World and Nation.  5
politician Peter Fellens and
Prof. John Anderson of the
Holy Cross history
department.
The debate discussed the
issue of the recently posed
non -binding question which
was to appear on the ballot
this past Tuesday. The
question stated "Do you
support a change in the
charter of City government
to provide for an elected
strong mayor in place of the
city manager?"
Before each side was
given the opportunity to state
their case, it was made clear
that the key to understanding
this debate and the issue
itself, is to be familiar with
Worcester's governmental
history.
In 1947, the city of
Worcester decided upon a
charter which called for a
council made up of nine
members, all of whom were
elected at large. This
council was to be headed by
a city manager who was.




McGraw was appointed city
manager in 1951 and
remained in that position for
thirty-four years. In 1985,
disgusted by the inefficiency
of the McGraw dynasty, the
people of Worcester revised
the charter and named a
council made up of eleven
members, six elected at large
and five elected district by
district.
The new charter also
created the position of
inayor, to be elected by the
people and to work in




Here Tomorrow, stated that
the City Council system
which now exists has created
the "chaos and instability
which exists in Worcester
today." Fellens advocated
the abolition of the
managerial form of
legislature in exchange for
what is termed a "strong
mayor system." Such a system
would mandate that all
legislature and appointments
made by the council must
first be approved of by the
mayor. He said that
Worcester is currently in a
"leadership vacuum" and
what it lacks is someone the
people can look to and
count on to make decisions.
Fellens called himself a
"Harry Truman Democrat"
because he feels as Truman
did, that "'leaders should be
directly elected by and
accountable to the people
they represent. Then and
only then do they know
where the 'buck stops'". A
strong mayor, he said, would
provide the much needed
executive energy and reforms
by giving a focus to the
people of Worcester. Fellens
blamed the present system
for the economic and
political disarray which
presently exists in the city.
The reason, he stated is
that the "Tuesday Night
Circus" (a term he used to




rebutted by citing other cities
ruled by a "strong mayor"
which are presently
undergoing similar problems.
He stated that the
economic recession is a
nationwide problem and
changing the form of
Worcester's government was
not a step toward a solution.
Anderson said that it is
important to note that in
1985 it was the people of
Worcester who not only
devised the charter but also
voted to have it enacted.
The local government, he
said, is more representative
under a council since the
council is composed of a
varied group of hardworking -
and well respected city
residents. Eac
h of these members, he said,
represents a different interest
in the community--
something one person cannot
do alone.
Anderson, a former
Worcester Mayor, said that
a change in the city's
government is not going to
bring about solutions to the
(Continued on Page 6)
federal funds rate to 4.75% from
5%. Banks responded by dropping
their prime rate a half-point to
7.5%. The Fed's action boosted
stocks a bit but failed to improve
the reception to a Treasury debt
auction.
WASHINGTON- The House voted
272-156 Wednesday to allow
federally financed health clinics to
counsel pregnant women about
abortion, but the margin wasn't
large enough to override Bush's
expected veto of the measure.
school derives its name. The four-
year Miami Heritage Award covers
tuition and any out-of-state
surcharges. Miami plans to award
four or five of the scholarships each
year.
WHILE MANY CAMPUSES
01.1-ER INTRAMURALS, few offer
programs that promote overall
fitness. A new cross-training
program at Adelphi U. (NY)
encourages students to stay fit in a
variety of ways. The 12-week
program stresses exercising at least
three times a week in two different
activities, among them walking,
running, swimming, and aerobics.
November 8, 1991
PHILIPPINES- A tropical storm
triggered the worst Philippine
flooding in seven years, devastating
the central island of Leyte and two
neighboring islands. Coastal
shantytowns were buried under
mud, debris, and flood waters, relief
workers said. The worst-hit town
was Ormoc, where more than 2,000
people died and thousands more
were reported missing. One official
blamed widespread deforestation for
the flood.
"I think sometimes we
think, well, only gay
people can get it, only--
it's not going to happen
to me. And here I am
saying that it can happen
to anybody. Even me,
Magic Johnson, it could
happen to."
—Earvin Magic Johnson who announced
his retirement from basketball yesterday
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ROME- Bush arrived in Rome to
attend. a two-day summit of NATO
leaders. The 16-member
governments are expected to
approve a new military strategy,
outreach programs aimed at the
former Warsaw Pact and revision of
NATO's command structure.
WASHINGTON STATE- In a race
closely watched for anti-incumbent
sentiment, Washington state voters
rejected term limits on federal and
state legislators Tuesday. The vote
against the initiative was 56% to
eampuo
The Cru5aber
46%. If the measure had passed and
been upheld in the law courts,
Thomas Foley, the Speaker of the
House, would have been forced to
resign.
Elsewhere, angry voters
lashed out at Democrats. They
tossed out the Democratic governor
of Mississippi and the Democratic
legislature of New Jersey.
WASHINGTON- The Federal
Reserve cut two key interest rates
Wednesday in an effort to stimulate
the economy, lowering the discount
rate to 4.5% from 5% and the
Cent
BONEHEADS BLOCK
BONES WOMEN-TO-BE. A group
of alumni from Yale U.'s oldest
secret society, Skull and Bones, won
a court order in early September
that temporarily bars the society
from admitting women. Six women
and nine men from the class of '92
were to join the group this year, but
a group of conservative alumni
succeeded in forcing the case to a
hearing in New Haven superior
court. The court will consider
whether to nullify an alumni vote
earlier this year and order a
convention to decide the issue of co-
education.
WHO RATTED ON THEM?
When officials at the United States
Olympic Committee heard about
the Kalamazoo College (MI) Rat
Olympics, they didn't laugh. They
asked the school to change the
name of the annual Psych
Department festivity. A campus
contest to rename the event has
produced a name for next year's
games: "The Kalamazoo College
Ra thle tic Games."
WHAT'S IN A NAME? A lot,
if you ask officials at Miami U.
(OH). They've created a
scholarship program for members of
the Indian tribe from which the




other small liberal arts colleges.
Included in the comparison were
such schools as Pomona, Amherst,
Lafayette, Wesleyan, and members
of the Patriot League.
In such categories as student
services, auxiliary costs (i.e. room
and board), and operation and
maintenance, Holy Cross compared
favorably with the other schools,
spending either as much or more
than they do per student.
However, the College spends
substantially less per student on
instruction. The College spends
slightly less than these schools on
scholarships and administration
support.
Holy Cross pays a much larger
percentage of its total expenditures
than the comparison schools for
debt service to finance building
costs.
Much of the difference in the
relative allocation of expenses with
the comparison group schools is
directly related to the size of the
endowment. Endowments at schools
like Amherst and Harvard provide
as much as $160,000 per student for
their college education compared
with $30,000 per student at Holy
Cross.
Nevertheless, Durgin said the
Holy Cross endowment is growing at
a remarkable rate. In 1970 the
endowment was $6 million; by 1984
that number had grown to $28
million. Today the endowment
stands at $100 million.
In addition, Durgin said the
Campaign for Holy Cross, a massive
four-year fundraising effort that was
launched in 1990, will add an
estimated $35 million to the
endowment by 1994.
However, Durgin explained that
projected contributions of alumni
are never guaranteed. Financial
tough times multiplied by the
number of alumni can slow the
growth of this fund.
Durgin said the College invests
65 percent of its endowment in the
stock market. The endowment thus
serves as a "big bank account" for
the College to fall back on if
needed.
The endowment usually earns
about 10 percent annually. With
inflation at 5 percent, Durgin said
the College has a policy of never
spending more than the remaining 5
percent of the principal in a given
fiscal year.
Durgin noted that while the
endowment is growing at a
remarkable rate, this does not imply
future tuition decreases.
Endowments usually do not affect
the rise or fall of tuition rates.
Typically, the larger endowed
institutions spend more per student
on instruction and student services
















Walker debates Herald editor
By MIKE CULLITY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
"We'll agree to disagree," said
Peace and Conflict Studies assistant
director Paul Walker last Thursday
to open a Social Concerns Week
debate with Boston Herald Op-Ed
Editor Jeff Jacoby entitled "Pax
Americana vs. The New World
Order."
Opposing ideologues Walker and
Jacoby appear each week on a
Monitor television segment entitled
"Opinion Page." Their campus
debate reflected the nature of their
television program, as they engaged
in a head-to-head battle over their
respective visions of future U.S.
foreign policy.
Walker began the debate by
advocating a new world order of
global proportions. He emphasized
that the world's strategic threat
environment has changed
dramatically in recent years, citing
improved East-West relations, a
dissolved Soviet Union, and the
increasing prevalence of capitalist
democracy worldwide. "In
short, the Cold War...as an East-
West divide...is over," he said.
Furthermore, Walker noted,
"There is a very clear change in the
Soviet approach to the third world."
He noted this evidenced by the
Soviets' recent withdrawal of
resources. from Afghanistan,
Nicaragua, and Cuba, adding, "I
think the Gulf War shows that the
Soviet Union...can cooperate with
the U.S."
In addition to changing Soviet-
American relations, Walker argued
that issues such as the environment,
health-related concerns, and ethnic
violence add a new dimension to a
global order. He reasoned that to
develop an effective new world
order, "The real responses today
have to be multi-national."
He dismissed warfare between
nations and old alliances (such as
NATO) as irrelevant to present
global conditions, and instead said,
"There is much more in
international development needed."
As a result, Walker advocated
cuts in worldwide military
expenditures. "There has to be a
shift in resources to the needs we
talk about," he reasoned, adding,
"We should abolish nuclear
weapons."
Jacoby began his speech agreeing
with Walker's observations about
changing global conditions, but
added that despite talk of a new
world order, "It's not a very orderly
world." He cited the crisis in
Yugoslavia, among others.
Jacoby said that his major point
of difference with Walker's vision
lay in whom should assume
responsibility for global change. As
opposed to Walker's internationalist
view, Jacoby said that he favors a
new American order.
"The world looks to America for
leadership," he said, reasoning that
American decrees (such as Iraq
leaving Kuwait and Middle East
peace talks) are usually carried out.
He added, "The values that have
characterized America...are values
that are universally desired." Thus,
he reasoned that an American order
promoting democratic values is the
best hope for peace.
In response to Walker's call for
multinational cooperation, Jacoby
said that although it is nice to have
allies, the U.S. should not base its
foreign policy on institutions like the
United Nations.
Addressing Walker's nuclear
stance, he added, "It isn't the mere
existence of weapons that makes
things dangerous; it's who has those
weapons."
Jacoby summarized his position:
"It's a unique opportunity we've
been given. The . collapse of the
Cold War has put the U.S. in the
driver's seat...I think we should take
advantage of it."
Following their presentations,
both Walker and Jacoby gave short
rebuttals focusing upon issues such
as American Gulf War strategy and
disarmament.
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Raguin to host
stained glass tour
Virginia Raguin, stained glav
scholar, Holy Cross Professor of Art
History, and Director of the Census
of Stained Glass Windows in
America will host a tour of
Worcester's religious stained glass
heritage at four Worcester churches
on Sat., Nov. 23.
For the past ten years, Raguin
has been documenting and lobbying
to preserve the myriad of stained
glass gems incorporated in our local
churches, and has worked tirelessly
to call attention to the ever present
threat of neglect given to this
beautiful, yet dying art form.
She is a nationally known expert
on the history and preservation of
this endangered species, which is
often referred to as the only object
d'art whose daily shading of color,
light and tone can lay claim to
parallel the moods of life.
Refreshments and a performance
by GOLIARD -a newly formed
acapella group, modeled after
student
troubadors - immediately following
the tour at Wesley United
Methodist Church begins at 3:45
p.m.
The following churches and
artistic
styles will be included on Raguin's
Stained Glass Circuit Tour:
-Wesley United Methodist Church,
114 Main Street Late 1920's, Te
Deum Window
-Blessed Sacrament Roman Catholic
Church, 551 Pleasant Street
Traditional Gothic style
-Christ the King Roman Catholic
Church, 1052 Pleasant Street
Contemporary styling, circa 1960's
-St. Matthew's Episcopal Church,
695 Southbridge Street Tiffany
design, Rose Window, Late 19th,
early 20th Century
Tickets to benefit the Worcester
County Ecumenical Council are $10
per person. Advanced registrations
by phone - (508) 757-8385.
Touring starts and ends at
Wesley United Methodist Church,
114 Main Street, Worcester
beginning at 12:45 p.m.
Bus transportation is provided to
from each church.
Senior Weekend . . .
Flower Shop
et4t)ing Ui 31)4 (Eros's.. Communitp
for or 23pears.
DANCE ORDERS
Presentation Roses - w/Bow and Baby Breath in Fancy Box
SAVE ($50 on Przsentdtion Roses if ordered by Wed)
3outonniere.s - Rose andCarnation in all colors
SAVE ($.50 on Rose Boutonnieres if ordered by V(e_ci)
Orchid Corsage - wrist or pin-on For $1250i
Coil us for speodlly decorated Presentation Roses & Butonnres.





On Monday the regional director
of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps-East
addressed a filled to capacity room
of Holy Cross students. Kathleen
Schneider, accompanied by three
current JVC workers, spoke about
the program and their experiences.
The session opened with a short
film introducing JVC, an
organization which originated in the
late 1950's when four women from
Massachusetts went to Copper
Valley, Alaska to serve as lay
ministers. It has since grown into the
largest Jesuit volunteer organization
in the United States. The official
organization was founded by a
Jesuit and still receives financial aid
as well as other forms of support
from the Jesuits. JVC encompasses
five regions in the U.S., spanning
the continent in rural areas as well
as over 60 cities.
According to Schneider Jesuit
Volunteer Corps stresses four values
-spirituality, community, lifestyle, and
justice. "The difference between
JVC and other volunteer
organizations," she said, "is that JVC
offers a lot of support." The
volunteers live in households with
between four and eight volunteers
and gather for approximately four
retreats during the year with other
volunteers to examine the values
emphasized in JVC.
The JVC east program provides
volunteers with a stipend of $85 a
month above living expenses, and
encourages volunteers to refrain
from using any personal savings that
they might have. According to
Schneider budget forces volunteers
"to really understand the differences
between their wants and their
needs."
Volunteers usually work 40 plus
hours a week in jobs in which are
directly connected to the poor. Liz
Howard, Jim Frost, and Lynn Eliot,
three JVC'ers in the Worcester area
work at Dismas House, Friendly
House, and Pernet Family Health
Services respectively. All agree that
they have benefited from JVC. Eliot
noted, "When I reflect on my
interactions at Pernet, I see that I
can get a lot out of it, but I can also
give a lot."
JVC, a one year commitment
from August to August will accept
applications beginning Jan. 1.
Applicants can only apply to one of
the five JVC regions at a time, and
according to Schneider, "should have
an openness and a willingness to do
anything."
Zimmermann. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
future of
Physical Plant: a continued,
aggressive facility maintenance
program (with special emphasis on
th3 hill dorms), a highly modernized,
cost-effective utilities system, and a
dynamic space-use planning
program.
The most important of these
projects is the cost-effective utilities
system because current spending on
utilities comprises 25 percent of
Physical Plant's annual budget,
explained Zimmerman. This
excessive amount should be reduced
by the addition of a new steam, gas,
and water distribution system by
1992.
Zimmermann said the College is
already making progress in
decreasing the high spending on
utilities by purchasing its fuel-oil in
bulk, which saved $130,000 last year.
Some specifics included in
Physical Plant's backlog of future
projects include improving the
theater and dance space in Fenwick,
the extension of the visual arts
complex into the old ROTC building
by next fall, new windows for the
science complex and Dinand, and to
enlarge and relocate the student
computer lab in O'Kane.
Physical Plant also hopes to
convert the classrooms in Wheeler
basement into rooms, but the
Administration has not yet approved
this proposal.
With the possibility of future
budget freezes over the next ten
years, Zimmermann said Physical
Plant has to focus its efforts on the
larger, long term projects.
"It's easy to succumb to the
temptation to spend money on
immediate needs at the cost of more
important projects."
Zimmermann described the
variety of different of long-term
projects Physical Plant has
successfully completed over the past
decade, which he called the
"renaissance of college facilities and
grounds."
During the `80s, there was an
, emphasis on new construction
designed to improve education and
athletics, which was realized in the-
construction of Stein and Hart
Center. Upgrading dorms was a goal
later in the decade, in which
advances were made on the hill
dorms and Alumni and Carlin were
refurbished into suites.
Zimmerman cited the recent
Beaven and Loyola renovations as
an example of the ability of Physical
Plant to utilize existing space in a
cost effective manner. Beaven's
change from a dormitory to an
academic building creates a
"centroid" on Linden Lane of
academic buildings, including Stein,
O'Kane, Dinand, and Haberlin.
Zimmerman noted that the
building of the Jesuit residence and
conversion of Loyola was less
expensive than building a new
dormitory, and was necessary due to
both the increased demand for on-
campus housing and the inadequate
living conditions of the Jesuits.
The Vandalism Reduction
Program has also been highly
successful, according • to
Zimmermann. Since it began four
years ago, vandalism has reduced in
dollars by about 400 percent.
Zimmermann said that
professionals from other colleges are
often "awed by some of the changes
that have taken place over the past
decade on this campus." He
identified the College's award-
winning grounds as "the envy of
every school in the northeast."
•
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Revelry. What all Holy Cross
students seek as an escape from the
rigors of academic life. Wine. One
traditionally accepted way to achieve
it. The Roman god Bacchus brought
cheer to people through the alcohol
he shared. Unf
ortunately, his revelry was often
coupled with destruction. Here at
Holy Cross, Bacchus has returned in
the form of a spirited group of
people who, like their Roman
protegee, want to bring cheer into
the lives of their peers. This
reincarnation, however, aims to rid
the revelry of the accompanying
destruction.
BACCHUS, following a fine
tradition at Holy Cross acronyms,
reveals this group's goal as they
hope to "Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students."
BACCHUS is a national
organization of college students that
recognizes the need for exciting
choices in college social life and
seeks to establish a setting where
personal, educated choice about
alcohol can be made. The
"college experience" and drinking
have become seemingly inseparable
in our culture. We have merely
followed in the footsteps of decades
of college students who have
correlated alcohol consumption with
sophistication and accepted it as a
rite of passage into theat promised
land called "adulthood."
BACCHUS observes that the
significant change in today's college
drinking is the lack of
knowledgeable supervision.
Before the drinking age laws
changed, consumption occurred on-
campus, in somewhat controlled
settings. Now, there is no place for
authoritative guidance. Whether or
not you see this as beneficial is
irrelevant. The fact is that it is now
entirely up to the student to make
decisions and be responsible for
them. This can be an
important empowering experience
for some people that helps them to
grow and mature. For others,
however,
it leads to misconceived ideas and
CORRECTION:
Last week the article
"Homosexuality Addressed at HC"
incorrectly stated that the Gay and
Lesbian Rights panel that met on
Oct. 29 was the first time
homosexuality has been addressed
at HC in a public forum. It has
been brought to the Crusader's
attention that the Cross and Scroll
Society sponsored a two-day forum
on sexuality two years ago.
The Crusader apologizes for any
misunderstandings this error might
have caused.
uneducated choices that can, in turn,
cause serious problems.
The goal of BACCHUS is
twofold. On the one hand, it serves
as an educational source that relies
on the interaction and honest
communication of peers. Peer
education is essential because it
forces us to be accountable for our
own decisions.
We are not told how to drink.
We must decide that for ourselves.
BACCHUS provides a forum for
that decision-making process to
occur based on factual information.
Secondly, BACCHUS is driven by a
sincere desire to provide legitimate
choices for social activity.
As a response to the Student
Life Report, that stated the
dissatisfaction of Holy Cross
students with weekend activities on-
campus, BACCHUS wants to give
us reasons stay on-campus on
weekend nights.
Thanks to the efforts of student
coordinators, Lori Whyte and Ted
Murphy, BACCHUS has quickly
established itself as an effective
campus organization. Most recently
the group sponsored the successful
"Sundance at Sundown" dance
where many Holy Cross students
walked off with unexpected prizes.
The BACCHUS philosophy
centers on the fact there is a
growing number of people on our
campus who are tired of the off-
campus hike and would readily
accepts an opportunity to stay on
the hill. As Ted Murphy put it,
"Everyone is a member of
BACCHUS."
Anyone who likes to have a good
time and at the same time enjoys
the freedom of making informed,
personal decisions, is a member of
BACCHUS.
If you are at all interested in
officially joining BACCHUS, you
can contact either Lori at P.O. 2716
or Ted at P.O. 2148.
While the lifestyle of our Roman
friend Bacchus seems desirable, it
often lends itself to unforeseen
problems and can foster unhealthy
attitudes and habits. The Holy
Cross' chapter of BACCHUS
engenders this same desire for
revelry, but promotes for the healthy
use or non-use of wine.
BOOKS FOR STUDENTS

















What is the twelve step
program? It's a self help program
utilized by people trying to recover
from an addiction. Alcoholics
Anonymous is one of the oldest self
help groups and it is the originator
of the twelve step program.
The basis of the program is that
alcoholism is a physical, mental and
spiritual disease that one can only
recover from through abstinence.
The members of the group support
one another as they work through
the Twelve Steps and learn to cope
with life without alcohol.
The Twelve Steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous:
Step 1: We admitted we were
powerless over alcohol-that our lives
had become unmanageable.
Step 2: Came to believe that a
Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity.
Step 3: Made a decision to turn
our will and our lives
over to the care of the Higher
Power as we understood Him.
Step 4: Made a searching and
fearless moral inventory of
ourselves.
Step 5: Admitted to God, to
ourselves and to another human
being the exact nature of our
wrongs.
Step 6: Were entirely ready to
have our Higher Power remove all
these defects of character.
Step 7: Humbly ask
Him to remove our shortcomings.
Step 8: Made a list of all
persons we had harmed, and
became willing to make amends to
them all.
Step 9: Made direct amends to
such people wherever possible
except when to do so would injure '
them or others.
Step 10: Continued to take
personal inventory and when we
were wrong promptly admitted it.
Step 11: Sought through prayer
and meditation to improve our
conscious contact with God as we
understood Him, praying only for
knowledge of His will for us and the
power to carry that out.
Step 12: Having had a spiritual
awakening as the result of these
steps, we tried to carry this message
to alcoholics and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.
The first step is the foundation
for all the other steps, because the
alcoholics cannot overcome their
addiction unless they acknowledge
it.
Through the second and third
steps alcoholics acknowledge that
there is something which can help to
change their lifestyle and overcome
their addiction if they turn their
lives over to it.
The fourth step is based on the
idea that alcohol addiction is only a
symptom of the real problem for it
is often anger and resentment that
cause people to drink. In order to
fully recover from one's addiction
they must get rid of their anger.
Many recovering alcoholics do
this by listing all of the people and
things they have resented during
their lifetime and the work towards
understanding how they developed
this anger. The fifth step helps
the alcoholic to be supported by
their sponsor and to forgive
themselves. The sixth and seventh
steps allow the alcoholic to remove
the character flaws which led to
their addiction by giving
responsibility for them to their
Higher Power.
The eighth and ninth steps
require the alcoholic to determine
where they were at fault in their
relationships and to take action to
repair the damage they have done.
The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
steps encourage the alcoholic to
focus on the spirituality they need to
take care of themselves and avoid
the material problems Which caused
them to drink.
The twelfth step gives the
recovering alcoholic the chance to
reach out to others as a way to
assist them and maintain their own
sobriety. Working
through these twelve steps has no
time limit but is up to the individual
and their sponsor, a recovered
alcoholic who supports and guides
them through the process.
There are many other twelve
step programs based on the AA
model for recovery from addiction,
including Narcotics Anonymous,
Cocaine Anonymous and Overeaters
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The SGA Leadership Workshop
held October 26-27, proved to be
a tremendous success. Twenty-two
students representing a variety of
organizations, along with Peter
Simonds, director of student
activities, and Kelley Smith, assistant
director of student activities,
gathered in Petersborough, New
Hampshire for a weekend of team
and trust building exercises.
The first activities of the retreat
involved ice breakers and getting
acquainted with one another.
Students paired off with the person
they knew the least and discussed
their leadership roles and the
problems they face. Next, Peter
Simonds had the group take a
personal profile test to determine
the type of leader each person was.
The team building exercises
began in the classroom with the
group splitting into two. Each of
the two sections had to construct a
six foot bridge out of string, paper
plates, and tape. Other activities
included "Join," a puzzle exercise in
which small groups tried to construct
eight squares out of puzzle pieces
without speaking or gesturing to
each other, and "Win as much as
you can," an activity involving
putting possible group gains above
personal ones.
The weekend also involved a
plethora of outdoor activities.
Saturday night featured a walk along
the wooded trails of the camp led
by Matt "The Pathfinder" Cushing.
On Sunday the Sergeant's Camp
staff led the group in outdoor
activities, culminating in a fifteen
foot wall that everyone had to scale.
Using teamwork, the wall was
successfully climbed ten minutes
faster than the group's projected
goal of thirty minutes.
Overall, the weekend allowed
student leaders to get to know one
another better and work as a team.
Some SAFC members feared that
the trip to New Hampshire was an
unnecessary expense and that the
same results could have been
accomplished had the retreat been
held on campus. However, the
focus and unity the retreat fostered
could not have been achieved on
campus. Hopefully future SGA
leaders will plan similar retreats to
continue the sense of unity that was
established at Sergeant's Camp.
Flora and Fauna
Archaeologist Karen P. Foster
will discuss the use of exotic flora
and fauna in ancient Middle Eastern
art in a talk Nov. 13 at the College
of the Holy Cross.
Her slide-lecture will be at 8
p.m. in Stein 120, and is free to the
public.
Foster, a member of the faculty
at Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Conn., will show examples of ancient
art depicting plants and animals in
SAA .
(Continued from Page 5)
successful for untold numbers of
people who have confronted their
addictions.
their native habitats as well as in
zoos and botanical gardens of Egypt
and Mesopotamia. She will address
the underlying purpose for these
representations, which she contends
served imperialistic and
propagandistic ends by
demonstrating how royal powers
extended over far-flung lands.
Foster's talk is sponsored by the
Worcester Society of the
Archaeological Institute of America.
More information about these
groups is available at the alcohol
booth or from your friendly
neighborhood S.A.A.s.
NEED News
DO YOU KNOW YOUR BODY?
By ANNA DISCERNA
SPECIAL TO NEWS
1. I should eat three square meals
a day, with no snacking in between.
True or False?
2. Ingesting large amounts of
protein will not increase your muscle
mass? True or False?
3. Beer is a poor choice for
rehydration after exercise? True or
False?
4. Fad diets are a good way to lose
weight? True or False?
5. NEED stands for New Education
Excellence for Diplomats?
ANSWERS:
1. False - This statement is untrue -
if you make wise snack choices,
snacking is healthy. Some examples
of nutritious snacks are nuts, raisins,
dried fruits, whole wheat crackers,
peanut butter, or granola bars.
Remember that what you eat is
more important than the time of day
you consume your meals. For the
most energy, it is best to distribute
food evenly throughout the day.
2. True - Excess protein is used for
energy or stored as fat. Too much
can place a strain on the kidney and
liver. Muscle mass is affected by a
repetition of exercise, and not excess
protein. Be aware that protein
drinks may lead to cramping.
3. True - Beer is a dehydrate and a
diuretic. Frequent urination causes
your body to lose water and you
become dehydrated. With exercise,
you lose water through sweat.
Alcohol only compounds the
problem when consumed after
exercise. Water is the best
rchydrant after exercise.
4. False - It is important to stay
away from fad diets because they
drastically reduce caloric intake to
unrealistic levels and this may cause
mood swings and set you up for
binges. They
generally eliminate food groups,
especially those containing
carbohydrates. Fad diets also
promote muscle deterioration and
water loss more than fat loss.
5. False - NEED stands for
Nutrition Exercise and Eating
Disorders. NEED educators are
fellow Holy Cross students who have
been trained in proper nutrition,
exercise and on the subject of eating
disorders.
They have developed a number
of programs dealing with the various
aspects of good health that you can
watch throughout the school year.
NEED educators can also refer
students with questions or problems
to the proper sources. To find out
more about NEED at Holy Cross,
please see the bulletin board in the
basement of Hogan, next to the
game room.
Government..
(Continued from Page 1) city's
problems.'The city
doesn't need a strong mayor"
Anderson said, "what it needs is
economic revival." He sees this
as being presently filled with the
DSS ibility of Academic Service
•
Industries being based in Worcester.
Fellens ran for election for the
City Council and Anderson is
presently a member. Both expressed
the hope that the impressive
attendance was an indication of
hope for the future.
CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
AUTUMN CHASE PENTHOUSE
FOR RENT YOU'VE SEEN THE
REST NOW GET THE BEST





E POSED BRICK WALLS, AIR
CONDITIONING, PARKING.
CALL MRS. BRADLEY AT 1-508-
563-9151
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission,
hotel taxes and MORE! Organize a
small group. Earn a free trip. 1-800-
BEACH-IT
Mary Kay Products Skin care
glamour. Holiday men's skin care,
call Elaine Robinson 832-2911
SPRING BREAK '92 PANAMA
CITY BEACH - SELL THE
MIRACLE MILE RESORT
E CLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
THE MOST POPULAR BEACH
LOCATION! EARN THE MOST
MONEY! EARN FREE TRIPS!
CALL JENNY: 1-800-558-3002
Management Positions
College Pro is now accepting
applications for those interested in
gaining valuable managment
experience. Average earnings are
$8,000 - $10,000. For more info call
1-800-346-4649 '
Financial Aid available immediately!
Special grants program. Every
student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple , application. Send
name, address and a dollar. (P H
fee - refundable)to: Student
Services, PO Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, FL 33022
SPRING BREAK REPS!!!!!
Earn FREE TRIPS HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from $369. Call now Take
A Break Student Travel (800) 328-
SAVE (Boston)
TAKE YOUR SPRING BREAK IN
GREAT BRITAIN!!!!!!
Exchange vacations arranged
between students in England and
America. Discount airfare available.
Contact STUDENTS ABROAD,
LTD., PO Box 944, Orangevale, CA
95662 Te1:800-428-8538
, Fax:916-635-1165
FREE SKI AND TRAVEL,
ORGANI E SPRING BREAK
AND SKI PROGRAMS EARN $
CALL BILL or MARK at Sno
Search/ Sunbound 1-809-BEACH-1S
Condo for rent - Autumn Chase
Old school renovation, 926
Southbridge Street, loft style
apartment, furnished, all appliances,
$575 per month, 3 people max.
Available immediately till July '92
835-2066
r-T
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ANGRY YOUNG MAN I Dan McLaughlin
New World Order in action
As liberal commentators have
pressed George Bush for a definition
of his "New World Order," the
president has responded the only way
he knows how: in action. The
opening of the Middle East peace
conference last week in Madrid was
another example of the
adminstration's continuing efforts to
forge a better world than the one it
inherited.
While the last ten years under the
Reagan and Bush administrations
have not been an unimpeded
procession of successes, there has in
fact been a great deal of progress
made towards a safer and less hostile
world. Consider the following events,
many thought impossible in 1980:
-The dismantling of Communist
tyranny in the Soviet Union,
accompanied by unprecedented
attempts to reform the Soviet
economy and democratize Soviet life.
-The end of Soviet imperial
domination of Eastern Europe and
the fall of repressive Soviet puppet
regimes in the region.
-The reunification of Germany, posed
to anchor a newly unified and
prosperous Western Europe.
-The first significant steps toward
real, meaningful conventional and
nuclear arms control in Europe,
culminating in President Bush's
recent proposal to remove all short-
range American and Soviet nuclear
weapons from the region.
-Economic reform and the first
stirrings of popular democratic
sentiments in China.
-The removal of Manuel Noriega's
corrupt and brutal regime in Panama.
-The fall of Ferdinand Marcos'
corrupt regime in the Philippines.
-The end of South African occupation
of Nambia and important steps
towards the end of the civil war in
Angola and aparthied in South
Africa.
-The end of Soviet military
occupation of Afghanistan.
-The end of the Iran-Iraq War, the
destruction of Saddam Hussein's
military machine and the liberation of
Kuwait.




-The first real peace talks intended to
address all significant stumbling
blocks facing the cause of peace and
stability in the Middle East and the
recognition of both Israel's right to
exist and the legitimate needs of the
Palestinian people.
-The end of 44 years of cold war has
given American foreign policy
newfound flexibility. We are
freer to reduce mountainous military
budgets and overarm regions, to
disassociate ourselves from unsavory
strategic allies (Noriega, Marcos,
Pinochet, etc.). The Cold War was
won by the West (at often
tremendous cost) through constant
pressure that ultimately combined
with inherent internal faults in the
Soviet system to force internal reform
and retreat from expansion. The Gulf
War and the Madrid talks have shown
how U.S.-Soviet cooperation and
reliance on the U.N. as a forum for
superpower initiatives can lead to real
progress towards real peace and
security.
Certainly by no one's measure is
the job done. Much of the progress
of the last decade has been the
opening of talks and intiatives, which
have yet to be carried to their
conclusion; the conclusion of the
Madrid talks without any agreements
shows clearly the need for further
action. Other areas (China, Northern
Ireland, and Yugoslavia come to
mind) have yet to escape from the
cycle of civil strife and oppression.
With all the opportunities around us
we can ill afford to pack our bags and
go home, to abandon all the
responsibilities we have brought upon
ourselves through our influence and
past commitments. Abroad as at
home we would be best served at the
end of the Cold War to remember the
words of Abraham Lincoln as he
approached the end of the Civil War:
"With malice toward none; with
charity for all; with firmness in the
right, as God gives us to see the right,
let us strive on to finish the work we
are in; to bind up the nation's
wounds;...to do all which may achieve
and cherish a just, and a lasting
peace, among ourselves, and with all
nations."
Lost in unfounded passions
Upon reading Liz Trainor's
editorial "Trapped by double
standards" (Crusader 11/1/91), I was
surprised that an apparent attempt to
address the important issue of sexism
on campus would be approached in
such a hostile and adversarial
manner, and offended by the author's
sweeping generalizations of men's
perceptions of and behavior toward
women.
In particular, I was taken aback by
the following assertions by the author:
that women's points are "inherently
categorized as 'bitching' by men;" that
in debate a woman's "words are
instantly discredited by a guy and his
guy friend as 'bitching" that a man
engaged in debate with a woman
would not listen to his counterpart
and instead would be "daydreaming
about an ice-cold keg and thinking
'Boy can she bitch;" and that "guys
insist on... stigmatizing aggressive,
enterprising, intellectual women with
derogatory labels."
Sexism is a problem that indeed
exists on campus and in American
society; despite the strides our society
has made toward combatting sexism,
the problem has not disappeared, as
the recent focus on sexual harassment
in the Clarence Thomas hearings
demonstrated. By making the
aforementioned assertions in her
article, Ms. Trainor implies that all
specifically, her use of the words
"inherently" and "instantly" in her
generalizations of male attitudes
toward women demonstrate this
implication.
Although there are undoubtedly
sexists among us, it is absolutely
ludicrous for the author to suggest the
proliferation of sexist attitudes in all
men. In short, the extent to which
Ms. Trainor characterizes sexism on
campus is simply unrealistic and
untrue. Furthermore, by making such
generalizations, the author engages in
the very behavior she stridently
crusades against: "stigmatizing [men,
in this case]...with derogatory labels."
Her example of a man, while debating
a woman, daydreaming about a keg of
beer is a blatant example of the
author's ironic male stereotyping.
I must also question the examples
and facts Ms. Trainor presents to
support her argument. Her
characterization of abusive male
behavior toward women at keg
parties, although sometimes accurate,
is a poor situation to utilize, since
most keg parties are crowded,
drunken gatherings where personal
courtesy often takes a bacicseat to
bacchanalian revelry. In such a
context, to assert that women are the
sole recipients of character abuse is
inaccurate; both men and women are
subject to affronts by obnoxious
men are inclined to- be-sexists; Inc" felloiv'parlielk."11thirtiow The male •
students were assaulted at the
Tipperary Pub a few weeks back were
treated. Additionally, as a point of
realism, women are generally catered
to at keg parties; we all know the
unwritten rule by which a male keg
operator fills females' cups before
males'.
Perhaps the most questionable
aspect of Ms. Trainor's article is her
assertion that women tend to test
better than men, have higher GPA's
than men, and probably have a better
chance of getting into graduate school
than men. Where did the author
obtain this information? I would be
glad to accept these supposed facts if
Ms. Trainor would present statistics
to substantiate them. Without
relevant proof, these claims are
specious at best. Furthermore, the
author seems to demonstrate reverse
sexism in this case; again, she falls
into the trap of practicing the
behavior she is preaching against.
As a rule, the Crusader Op-Ed
section provides an arena for
legitimate, well thought-out opinions.
Nearly every opinion I have read
there in the past has been
scrupulously reflected upon by its
author, and thus, is substantiated by
solid reasoning and facts. Although
Ms. Trainor may feel strongly about
the issue of sexism on campus, it is
apparent to me that her written




10.Topics: Aardvarks, with Dr. Sue
Berman
9. Naval Studies in Belly-Button
Lint, with PStaff
8. Experimental Studies: Draw
Tippy the Turtle (restricted to Tippy
concentrators only), taught by
visiting artist Zan Welled
7. Sociological Themes: Shaving
and Tailgating, with Professor Peter
Jones (writing intensive)
6. Econometric Models for
Chiseling Seniors out of Money
indiscrinimately Spent on Foolish
Endeavors, with Professor X
5. Seminar: Thomas Hardy and
Frank and Joe Hardy (the Hardy
Boys), taught by Professor Boyd
4. Tutorial: Reserve Reading and
Photocopying (Special Permission
Required), Professor Y
3. Porky Pig Latin, team taught by
Professors A-a-a-amiltonhay and A-
a-a-appehay
2. Pink Freud: Psychoanalysis of
"The Wall", with Professor Freeman
1. Father Rule's Regressive
American Film (including Hulk
Hogan's "No Holds Barred" and
"Suburban Commando," Brian
Bosworth's "Stone Cold," and Bruce
Willis' "Hudson Hawk.")
emotion than much contemplated
critical thought. Her admirable
attempt to address the problem of
sexism at Holy Cross is obscured by
her false generalizations and
unsubstantiated points; what results is
an incoherent argument, or rather, a
set of complaints. The author's
attempt is further undermined by her
infantile baiting ("Are you guys afraid
of us? Do you feel threatened by
us?") and her article's overall
sarcastic and condescending tone
("O.K. guys, the next time you lose a
game or fail a midterm, you can come
to me for supplies"). Most of all, Ms.
Trainor's argument incorporates a
considerable amount of hypocrisy; it
is rendered invalid on more than one
occasion by the author's practice of
what she preaches so fervently
against.
In my estimation, Ms. Trainor's
argument only serves to exacerbate
the debate over sexism on campus. It
would make much more sense for her
to address her legitimate concerns in
a more dignified, rational manner.
Such an approach would be more
likely to generate constructive debate
and corresponding action in relation
to sexism on campus; the author's
hostile approach can only polarize
opinion further.
Mike utility is an Assistant News
Editor for The'Crusader.
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Right Trainor, wrong track
Reaction proves Trainor's point
To the Editor
In her article, "Trapped by double
standards," Liz Trainor addresses her
perception of a general lack of
respect for women by the men at Holy
Cross. Ms. Trainor's premise focuses
on the derogatory and offensive word
"bitch," a gender inclusive term used
specifically to degrade women.
The word "bitch" is offensive.
However, Ms. Trainor goes beyond
the word itself to address the attitude
behind the vulgar expression. Is a
woman a "bitch" because she furthers
herself in her career? Unfortunately,
many women are still labeled as
"bitches" while men are labeled as
"aggressive" and "cut-throat" in terms
of self-advancement.
In the real world, the life beyond
Mount St. James, women face sexual
discrimination. Male and female
students alike should open their eyes
and refuse to discredit any person by
using vulgar, offensive language.
Ms. Trainor thus makes a good
point overall, but her article lacks
substance. Ms. Trainor addresses the
subject in an offhand, casual,
complaining tone. One questions, "Is
she being sarcastic? Does she just
want a beer?" Ms. Trainor's message
fails in part because she resorts to
discrediting men. Although Ms.
Trainor fails to prove her argument,




Ms. Elizabeth Trainor submitted
an article for publication in this
newspaper last week the intent of
which was to criticize the men of this
college for their inherently male
behavior. Though I imagine few of
the guys around here took the
editorial seriously enough to be
offended, I would like an opportunity
to respond.
My suspicion regarding her article
is that Ms. Trainor has been victim
and witness to a few isolated incidents
in which her accusations have their
foundations. I am sorry, indeed, that
such things happen because they lead
to the very stereotypes so eloquently
far too broad, your argument too
weak. First, your claim is absolute:
"...whenever a female is...in a
debate...her words are instantly
discredited [by men] as 'bitching.'"
Your accusation here is that no
woman's argument has ever been
respected. In fact, I have never been
witness to, or heard of, a case in
which a female's argument has been
ignored or dealt with disrespectfully.
I include two debates in which you,
Ms. Trainor, took part. You might
recall an American History class you
had last semester, in which we had
two debates. I can assure the Holy
Cross community that Ms. Trainor
was treated with utmost respect and
academic propriety. In fact, I even
"True intelligence can only be measured on individual at
a time."
exploited by Ms. Trainor.
It would seem that Ms. Treanor,
while fighting stereotypes with such
commendable vigor and
righteousness, ends up committing an
even greater generalization. Allow
me to list the characteristics of her
stereotypical male: he is rude,
insensitive, and anti-intellectual, has a
decidedly low GPA and does poorly
on tests, will probably be edged out of
a grad school spot by the girl he
spilled beer on, and will go thirsty this
weekend because the girls just about
killed the keg before he could get to
it. Sounds pretty grim for us, huhn
guys? I guess we're not fooling them
anymore.
Ms. Trainor, your assumptions are
gave up daydreaming about "ice cold
kegs" just to listen.
You make, furthermore, a
comment which intrigues me. You
say, "...I assume most of the guys at
Holy Cross were brought up to
respect women and treat them as
equals." You continue by saying that
our mothers represent the first
generation of well-educated
professional women. I have no
intention of debating these two
points; rather, I question their
relevance toward the end of
advancing your argument. If, in your
esteemed opinion, we were brought
up with such respect, then why do we
fail to act accordingly? On second
thought, hold that answer. Given
Consider this: On the day the
article appeared in The Crusader, Ms.
Trainor received two repulsive,
sickening phone calls from two male
classmates. The two young men called
her foul names and described
graphically sexual acts she could
perform for them. These two men hid
in their anonymity and victimized Ms.
Trainor because she wrote an article
in the newspaper. No article merits
such a response.
Ms. Trainor addresses a gender
issue which should arouse a reaction.
What her argument lacks in substance
is proven tenfold by the response she
received.
Renee Swanson '94
your social analyses to date, I don't
think I want to know.
The part of your editorial that
amused me the most, however, was
your assessment of the intellectual
capabilities of the average male or,
rather, lack thereof. Surely you
weren't serious when you included
the bit about higher grades, better
test scores, and grad school
opportunities? First, you back none
of these claims with evidence of any
kind. Furthermore, though perhaps
true by slight margins, they bear no
relevance to your argument. What
you did by including them was to
reduce the issue to a simple male vs.
female conflict, which is ludicrous.
You must be intelligent ,enough to
realize that such a generalization as
"women are smarter than men" could
never be proven. No median test
score or average GPA is a true
representation of intelligence--these
statistics are merely measures of
society imposed for comparison.
True intelligence can only be
accurately measured one individual at
a time, in terms of creativity,
arithmetic accuracy, perception, and
comprehension. Besides, guys could
perform as well as girls, were it not
for televised professional sports.
Perhaps you'd better be more
careful in the future to avoid
manipulating a few isolated incidents
and using them to brand fifty percent
of this college's student population as
stupid, insensitive barbarians.
Oh, about that Advil offer: all
your bitch--I mean, generalizing--has





After having read Liz Trainor's
editorial "Trapped by double
standards" of last week's Crusader, I
feel compelled to respond lest
someone else employ the author's
technique of generalizing by gender
and believe that the opinions
expressed in the editorial are shared
by all women. They most certainly
are not.
Ms. Trainor makes an observation
of a legitimate example of sexual
discrimination in our society; when
women are aggressive in their pursuit
of equal rights they are often
dismissed with derogatory names or
comments because many unjustly
view feminist activism as decidedly
"unfeminine." I was disheartened,
however, to find that this one, basic,
intelligent complaint was so deeply
buried beneath the author's bitter
prejudice against men, sweeping
generalizations, and ridiculous
examples of injustice that it was
nearly lost.
In an ironic cry against the men
who unjustly categorize women she
manages to categorize men with an
equally unflattering image. In fact,
she gets so carried away with the
character traits she has imposed upon
all men that she fabricates an
example of a man, who engaged in
debate with a woman, does not listen
to her point of view and can do
nothing but "daydream about an ice
cold keg."
She goes on to re-categorize women
with flattering character traits. She
insists that women "test better," "have
higher GPA's" and "have a better
chance of getting into graduate
school" than do men. Perhaps she
would receive the respect she
demands if she would cite a study or
give us something besides empty,
angry generalizations to support her
statements.
Finally, the author could have
added further validity to her
argument with less laughable
examples of injustice against women.
Who cares who jostles whom in the
keg line at a crowded party? Let us
concern ourselves with the real
injustices women face in our world.
Let us address the problems of a
society which defines women on the
basis of their sexuality, denies
employment or promotion on the
basis of gender, and accepts sexual
harassment as a necessary part of
being a female in the work place. Let
us talk about how pornography and
the modern media teach America
that to be female means to be a
sexual object, non-human, and
expendable. Let us forget about the
keg for a moment and worry about
the women who are victims of rape or
physical abuse by their husbands and
boyfriends.
The solution to the problem Ms.
Trainor finds with the categorizing of
women does not lie in more of the
same. If we treat others with respect,
we are justified in expecting the same
from them. If we approach a problem
with bitterness, prejudice, and
childish anger, however, others are
justified in dismissing our arguments
no matter how good they may be.
Danielle Augros '94





Over the past few weeks, our
reputation as a college community of
serious, caring and refuted men and
women has been seriously spoiled.
We have been responsible for brawls
off campus, the mugging on campus
of a pizza delivery man, the uprooting
of flower beds planted for our
enjoyment, the overturning of
gravestones in the Jesuit cemetery,
and the wholesale demolition of the
card access system at one of our
residence halls.
Before you reply that it is only a
very few people who do these things,
and that they are totally atypical of
Holy Cross, let me say that it is
precisely for this reason that we
should not tolerate them. This is not
Holy Cross conduct. It never was, and
it should not be now.
The good name of Holy Cross is
important to every one of us. Most of
all, perhaps, is it important to each
and every student. For better or for
worse, they will always be identified
as Holy Cross graduates. If we are
known for excellence, that excellence
will rub off them. If we are known for
violence, then that brush will tar them
too.
So, at the very least, let each one
of us in our conversations voice total
disapproval for these unwanted
behaviors. If we know who the
perpetrators are, let the College
officials charged with such matters
deal with them.
Believe me, it is in our own best
interest to preserve the good
reputation of Holy Cross.
Rev. William J. O'Holloran, Society
of Jesus
No Gunn control: keep the faith
To the Editor:
To those who misunderstood
Brian Gunn's "Joking Christ": Many
people probably wonder why Mr.
Brian Gunn portrayed Christ telling
jokes on the cross in a cartoon.
Was it out of hatred of God? Was
it his callousness to the pain that
Jesus suffered on the cross? Was it
a young man crying for attention
because he lacked faith? The
answer is none of these, of course.
I have known Brian closely for the
last two years, and have found him
to be one of the most spiritual and
faithful people I have ever met.
Brian is blessed with both a
powerful spirit and equally engaging
sense of humor. But why a Christ
telling bad jokes on the cross?
Recently, a close friend of ours,
Mark Gunn, was hit by a car and
rushed to the hospital. Brian, our
roommate Dan, and I waited
anxiously to hear the news of his
condition. After midnight, we were
allowed to see him; though Mark
had no broken bones, his face was
gashed and he sustained a serious
concussion. Mark was semi-
conscious and totally disoriented,
not even knowing why he was in the
hospital. Despite his condition, he
managed to have us all laughing
with his incessant jokes: "My back
hurts--it was like I got hit by a car
or something;" "Is my neck broken?
Can I break it if you need me to;"
etc. His humor became a mantra
which shielded him from
excruciating pain.
Humor is a way of dealing with
URQLE SNEAK R
the absurdity of suffering in a good
world. How many people have
survived terrible abuse or pain in
their childhood years because of
their sense of humor? Have you
ever read Flannery O'Connor, a
Catholic writer who has a
tremendous sense of humor and yet
a tremendous faith in God?
Though the historical Jesus may
have had a specific personality,
there is little evidence to say that
Jesus was dour, taciturm, or utterly
humorless. Most accounts of Jesus
outside the Gospels have proven to
be forged documents. Jesus did
many things which indicated his
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sense of humor and love of life. He
made friends with some of the most
downtrodden, fearful, and often
incompetent people: fishermen,
prostitutes, and tax collectors. He
made jugs of wine at a wedding
feast to continue the festive
occasion. He consistently challenged
people's conceptions of the world by
telling parables which turned social
norms upside-down.
Brian understands that humor
can free the self from dwelling upon
suffering. Humor allows a respite
from pain. Through his cartoon,
;
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Brian attempts to make an
imaginative identification with
Christ's suffering. Such an attempt,
even if some call it heretical,
indicates a great concern and love
for Jesus' sacrifice. Most people
prefer not to think of the sacrifice at
all. In many ways, Brian's cartoon
uses Christ's iconoclasm, prevalent
in the parables, to have us
reexamine our faith and re-imagine
the Biblical story of Jesus Christ.
Such dynamic cartoons should be
made more frequently if people are
attempting to actively engage their
faith. Censorship of such cartoons
would be a humorless act by
humorless and lifeless institution
unable to laugh at its own inability
to understand the mystery of God.
A person who cannot see the humor
of human existence is not facing its
terror and beauty, which is greater
than all of us.
Philip J. Metres III, '92
Complementary Top Ten
Things That Make You
Go YAK!
10. Buying a ticket to trade for a
wristband
9. Pub beer for twice the price at the
cocktail party
8. The elusive senior tailgate
7. Useless engraved wedding
invitations
6. Extra non-functional security at
our expense
5. The keg beer you couldn't get to
(until the stripper showed up)
4. Senior Weekend Committee two-
step concerning exepnses
3. Shauna
2. 611 caving in, cops showing up,
and kegs nowhere to be found
1. The entire wedding ceremotl
Submitted by Laura L. Mangan
Nicks
918 Soutbridge St. Worc.
(508) 793-8966
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The power of the vote
Last Tuesday, Election Day, Channel 12 News
broadcasted the results of the Massachusetts elections. Following
the announcement of the re-election of Ray Flynn as Boston Mayor
and the subsequent concession and acceptance speeches, the
anchorperson reported that only thirty percent of all registered
voters placed Flynn in office again. Considering that only a small
portion of all citizens in Boston are registered to vote, one shudders
to think of the extraordinarily small number of people who elected
their mayor. This problem the networks termed "voter apathy" is
not unique to Boston. In all communities around the United
States, voter turnout is low and indifference to our political
processes is high.
A previous hallmark of America was it embraced
democratic ideals enabling all citizens to have a voice in their
government through the vote. However, in light of the staggeringly
low voter statistics this year, one must realize that this idealism only
exists in our school textbooks.
One may question what relevance this discussion has to
Holy Cross students. At Holy Cross we write and speak so
eloquently of the vote as one of the fundamental privileges
afforded to us by our system of government. Nevertheless, we seem
to have a problem in voicing our own opinions to contribute to our
school affairs. For example, raw numbers demonstrate that very
few of us stop for a few minutes to vote in an S.G.A. election, for
class officers, or for a Senior Class gift. One should realize that the
disinterest in school affairs atop Mt. St. James is very similar to the
political stagnation festering in our society.
We have the opportunity to do a great deal of good at our
school as well as in the world. As future leaders, we must set the
example by taking an interest in the affairs around us. The first
step to this end is the vote.
POSITION AVAILABLE
The crusader is now accepting applications for the position
of Editor-in-Chief for the spring and fall of 1992. Letters of
intent, relevant expereience and a sample of writing should
be submitted to Jeffrey R. Jablonski, Editor-in-Chief, P.O.
Box 32A, no later than Friday, November /5, 1991. Please
include campus address, P.O. Box number and telephone
number.
DESPAIR GRIPs
THOUGHTJOGGER I Christopher Cunniffe
Plea for unilateral disarr
"It should be our endeavor to
cultivate the peace and friendship of
every nation, even of that which has
injured us most. Our interest will be to
throw open the doors of commerce,
and to knock off all its shackles, giving
perfect freedom to all persons for the
vent of whatever they may choose to
bring to our ports, and asking the same
in theirs." -Thomas Jefferson
The close of the cold war has
brought about some considerable
political upheaval in the United
States. Suddenly neo-conservative
cold warriors like Pat Buchanan are
trumpeting an isolationist doctrine of
"America First" and an old guard
Republican President is moving to
slash nuclear and conventional forces
at a truly explosive pace.
However, in this era of expanding
world peace, some of America's most
belligerent men are just now
formulating a patriotic pitch to send
us into battle once again. In truth,
these people have long been the most
subtle threat to American principles




Foremost among them, and perhaps
the most dangerous man in America
today, is a militant and hawkish trade
warrior named Dick Gephardt.
The House Majority Leader and,
more often, those backward
principles for which he stands have
been frequent targets of this column.
The issue of trade is a small, but
telling, sample of his arrogance and
capitulation to the pressures of
special interests. To this writer, Dick
Gephardt's leadership position in the
U.S. Congress is perhaps the most
glaring indication of what has gone
wrong with his party, and more
importantly, with this great nation.
That this man, who heralds policies so
remarkably divergent from the views
of the average American, has become
the most powerful lawmaker in this
country is nothing short of a national
travesty.
Three years ago he introduced
what came to be known as the
"Gephardt Amendment" which called
for automatic retaliation toward
countries with large trade surpluses
with the United States. A similar
initiative labeled "Gephardt II" is now
in the works which would reduce
executive control and give Congress,
thereby Mr. Gephardt himself, the
authority to retaliate at will
Gephardt's top target remains Japan,
his "evil empire," which competes with,
domestic auto manufacturers in his
home state of Missouri.
It is perhaps Mr. Gephardt's
ignorance that is most irritating. He
exploits patriotism to pervade one of
the greatest fallacies in common
economic and political interpretatiofl.
the supposed horror of U.S. trade
deficits. The fallacy has continued
because people always tend to
examine these transactions in terms
of manufacturers instead 01
consumers.
The Japanese produce
automobiles and electronics of
superior quality and lower cost
compared to American producers. BY
having a free flow of goods across
"Let us be peaceniks of
the trade war."
national borders, 240 millior
American consumers can reap the
benefits of cheap and high quality
products. This transfer, though it
results in a "trade deficit," can tiara'
be considered detrimental to the
American people who are
empowered to choose from such a
splendid variety.
The supposed victims, American
electronics and auto manufacturers,
amount to a minute fraction of the
millions of beneficiaries. But are
these people really victims? America
manufacturers have been driven 11
the Japanese to streamline and r
produce more efficiently. Is this bad?
Some American companies depend
on a cheap supply of componentS
produced in Japan. Furthermore,
many American companies have
entered into joint ventures with the
Japanese that create new jobs here
the States.
But, says Mr. Gephardt, the
Japanese use many subtle a nci
deceiving techniques to keel/
American products off their shelves'
This is undeniable, especially with
regard to superior American
computer technology. But, who reallY
suffers under this policy? Does Ot
Japanese industry suffer from the ase,
of inferior business technologY?.
Furthermore, the practicality 01









considered. The Japanese could
easily counter, thus leading to an
escalated trade war, or they could
simply find even more subtle and
deceptive methods to accomplish
their protectionist goals.
The same standard applies to
protectionists in Europe. In order to
subsidize their farmers, they hit their
own taxpayers with a $50 billion bill.
By controlling the prices of these
goods, European consumers suffer to
the tune of $85 billion in higher food
costs. In the process, they stifle their
own producers by stealing the
incentive for technological
improvement. By opening up to more
efficient U.S. producers, European
consumers and taxpayers could save
all this money and reap the benefits
of cheaper goods. While U.S.
producers are certainly harmed by the
policy, it is all too clear who the real
victims are.
The only way by which nations will
stop this nonsense is by perceiving
that protectionism inflicts more pain
upon the aggressor than upon
targeted nations. The best way for the
U.S., which is not quite that innocent
with regard to these matters, to lead
the world toward global peace and
economic growth is to set an example
for others to follow. Let us be the
peaceniks of the trade war.
Carla Hills, the vigorous U.S.
Trade Representative, has made
terrific progress toward establishing a
free trade zone throughout the entire
Western Hemisphere. Some 29
American countries have signed
"framework agreements" toward
achieving this goal. The Americas
should move to drop all its economic
weaponry, to knock off its "shackles"
to foreign commerce. Together, we
can blow the Japanese and
Europeans away while they suffer
under their own ignorance. Perhaps
then they will come to their senses.
Chilled to apathy
Please don't tell me to chill. I've
really had enough of people who yell
at me whenever I get excited about an
issue--whenever I inspire myself or
others enough to take action or
contemplate an issue. American
youth, finally starting to pick up the
pieces left by the apathetic Baby
boomers, arc definitely on their way
to taking control of the country in a
positive manner. This has been
evidenced in recent surges to clean up
the environment (and the
environmental policies), crusades to
fight homelessness (witnessed in
recent issues of the Crusader), and
policies reflecting the awareness of
the people in regard to injustices
being committed in other countries.
Apathy is still prevalent and must not
be overlooked, especially on a college
campus that is both Catholic and
Jesuit.
Considering the size of the student
body, Holy Cross' social action
programs stack up respectably against
other colleges in the nation. The
respect received for these programs is
well merited, and their influence on
the Worcester community is
admirable. The problem, at least on
this campus, lies not in the students
but in the social conditions in which
these upper middle class students
were raised. Our parents grew up in a
time period flooded with causes and
cries tor noerated individuality and
freedom.
The marches, protests and
demonstrations usually did not lead
to success, rather, they represented a
frustrating cry for change that often
ended in violence, arrests, and
continuency (of the war). These
liberal youths of the sixties have
become the conservatives of the
eighties and nineties, unwilling to
work to change the system and
relaying this passivity to us, their
children. The futility of working
towards change has been subtly
communicated to us by a generation
crushed under the weight of war,
social confines, and fruitless
demonstrations.
I designated apathy in Catholics
primarily because of the historical
disillusionment of Jesus' teachings by
Catholic authority. Constantly
bombarded by elementary Catholic
school education, I learned a narrow
version of what Jesus meant for His
followers. I think most of us gre.v up
with the sense that missing Church of
Sunday was a mortal sin only forgiven
through confession... and don't forget
about going straight to hell if meat is
consummated on Friday during
Lent... did I say consummated-- I
meant consumed, after all, no
Catholic really has sex. I'm not trying
to prove the unimportance of Church
ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin
law, but rather attempting to de-
emphasize it in the face of social
action. Rather than putting so much
time into worrying about Mass
attendance, I believe every Catholic
should be morally responsible for
social improvement: of the poor, the
homeless, the disabled; the veterans...
there is so much injustice that just
following laws is not enough-- if you
are a Catholic you must take some
action. Jesus was a poor man and He
socializA with the repressed of
society more than he did with the
upper class-- it is our mission to
imitate him in ways that are
comparable with our uniqueness as
humans.
Instead of writing a cause off to
impossitrility, engage in the crusade
that is sweeping the country. At least
one hundred percent of Holy Cross
students should get involved at one
time or another. It is a call that is
greater than any binding Church law
because it strikes at the core of Jesus'
life. As a generation, we must
transcend the frustrations and failures
of our parents in order to build for a
better future. So next time you tell
me to chill, think about the situation,
derive your opinion on the subject,
and do something about it.
Jim Mullins is a columnist for The
Crusader.
Entombed by works and days
Typical situation: you are at
some family gathering or pretentious
party, teeming with busy-body bees
buzzing all around-- an apiarist's
dream. You don't really know
anyone, and you don't think you
really want to know anyone. You've
suffered through the, "O0000h,
you've gotten so big! The last
time I say you, you were this tall!"
(making a scale with her fingers the
size of a moth), while you smile but
think to yourself that people do
tend to grow between the ages of 1
and 21. You unfortunately become
embroiled in a lengthy conversation
with a gastronomically profound
(fat) man, sampling (stuffing his face
with) cannons. He shakes your
hand (squeezes it with all the power
of the dark side of the Force) and it
eventually comes up (he wrings it
out of you) that you go to Holy
Cross.
Almost always he knows
someone, or knows someone who
knows someone's cousin who went
here. He searches his memory (it's
visibly painful), asks if you've met
Father So-and-So, but then tells you
that he died about fifteen years ago.
(You don't know him.) Then comes
the question, "So what are you
taking up there at the Cross?" If
you reply, "I'm an English major,"
almost every time the response will
OUTRAGE OF THE WEEK
It's 2:00 AM, and a weary Mac-
user ventures down to the O'Kane
computer room for the seemingly
simple task of printing out a paper
on the super high tech, space age,
font king, double form feeding
Hewlett Packard LaserJet HI. To
the truly Mac-minded, nothing but a
laser finish will suffice. But a
bickering bunch of fellow
Macaholics are engaged in a heated
exchange over taking turns at the
HP. Meanwhile, some 30 user-angry
command interfacing IBM trash
clone computers sit idle.
Partisanship aside, it seems some
sinister scheme is under way. Two
Macs for the entire student body?
Even former Mac haven HC
computer store has capitulated to
the dark side of IBM only
salesmanship. So much for the spirit
of diversity.
be, "Oh, so, you want to teach?"
This question (more like an
assertion-- 'You are going into
teaching, then.") seems akin to
asking a law student, "Oh, so you
want to be a lawyer?" On the other
hand, the law school question is
even more inane, since law school
usually targets a specific vocation.
Surprise, surprise -- not all English
majors go on to teaching. The
broadness of the discipline lends
itself to many opportunities --
ideally. Yet, who has time to figure
it all out? Judging from the talc of
the academic tape from my
classmates, most seniors are far too
busy to worry about inconsequential
details such as what they are going




schedules, and writing whiny articles
for this. rag, the search for a job in
the imminent Real World has
somehow become lost in the shuffle.
Yet, attempting to exorcise this
article of "woe-is-me"-geists, I know
this problem is universal: no senior
has any free time. The ugly irony is
that most college students become
so trammeled in short term projects,
that the long term goals take a
backseat
I'm not bashing Holy Cross--
even the fat guy with the cannolis
calls it a "great school." Most of my
classes have positively increased my
awareness and ability to think
critically (with the possible exception
of Topics in Birds...). The Career
Counseling Center has outstanding
resources and offers useful
workshops to try :..nd alleviate the
same grievances which I am raising.
But the problem still remains, who
has time to attend all these
workshops, who has time to type up
all those resumes and cover letters,
and still study for that mid-term or
finish that ten-pager? And I can't
help but wonder how these short-
term projects are going to matter in
the hereafter-- the Real World. Yet
I don't think this skewing of
priorities is particular to Holy Cross,
but to the educational system in
general.
As I've noted, this tug-of-work
has a universality to it. One friend
(Wendy Palmer - credit where credit
is due) suggested that, especially in
times of recession, the college
should offer a class entitled "Job
Search." The homework for this
class would be to type out a resume,
find agencies, write out cover letters,
set up interviews, etc. On the other
hand, my roommate Gene
maintained that a class such as this
would take away from the already
minimal amount of classes time and
space allot for seniors to take. We
should play an active role in this
endeavor, he claims, but perhaps
the Career Counseling Center
should be open more hours to
accommodate students with hectic
morning and afternoon schedules.
Personally, I'd like just one day in
which I wouldn't have to worry
about anything but my life. Or
perhaps the college should offer a
Horology class so we could learn
how to freeze time or put more
hours in a day.
Nobody needs to be reminded
that Unemployment, Death's second
shade, is scything down already
established Real Worlders. As
fledglings, we're just small change:
we need all the help we can get.
Holy Cross has already given me,
and, I'm sure, most others,
everything it can give. The final and
most important thing the college
should give us now is a chance.
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Finally, an interview with the Crusader
By MAUREEN HAUGH
FEATURES STAFF
I don't know when and I don't
know exactly why, but sometime
during my time here, I developed an
obsession with the Crusdaer. Who is
he? Does he like wearing boots and a
cape and waving a sword around?
What does he wear to class?
I needed to know.
Q: Do you have to be a missionary or
world class fencer to be the Crusader?
Pete O'Malley (the Crusader's
everyday alias) informed me that,
actually, no the requirements for
being the Crusader are quite loose.
All he really needed to do was have
an interview with Peter Simonds and
the band director and discuss a few
guidelines about the role of the
Crusader and the importance of not
getting too emotional in a game.
There also aren't any stiff physical
requirements. The Crusader can be
male, female, short or tall (though it
helps to be over six feet because of
the size of the costume), strong or
weak.
Q: Does he lose a lot of weight by
perspiring during games?
O'Malley also told me that, though
this year's costume is lighter than last
year's, it is sweat-inducing. And that
it is sometimes hard to see out of the
helmet.
Q: Has he ever cut himself on the
sword?
No, Pete has managed to remain
injury-free during his tenure as
Yup, there's that infamous Crusader
again. J. J. Kiely/ The Crusader
mascot, although a manager did get
his ear sliced a few years ago. I'm
assuming the incident was accidental.
O'Malley explained to me that,
though the sword is real, it's not really
sharp enough to cut through clothing,
but can cut bare skin.
Q: What sort of crazy stories about
getting kidnapped and beaten up by
opposing teams does he have?
Unfortunately, none. Pete's sub
was in the suit at the U. Mass game
this year when the Minutemen Band
tried to steal the Crusader's sword
and has managed to avoid being the
subject of any subversive activities.
He did tell me about an incident
with the Fordham Ram at the men's
basketball Patriot League
Championship game last year.
Apparently, the two somehow got
into a little skirmish and our Crusader
was more aggressive than the Ram
thought he should be. The Ram then
asked the band director to tell Pete to
"cut out the heavy stuff." Did I
mention that the sword really is real?
Q: Does the Crusader go to every
sporting event? Does he get to actually
see any of these games or is he always
involved with pkasing the crowd?
He gets to go to every football
game, but splits the men's and
women's basketball games with a
partner. O'Malley also said he makes
a concerted effort to watch the
games-he does have the closest seat,
after all. And yes, as a pseudo band
member, he gets to go to Ireland.
Q: Does he know that every time Holy
Cross football is discussed in my house
my dad tells me that in HIS day, the
Crusader rode a real horse?
Pete said he is aware of ihis
tradition, but it was ended several
years ago because of high costs and
large cleaning-up duties. Besides,
he's not an equestrian and has a hard
enough time seeing out of the helmet
just walking around.
But can we all just think for a
minute how cool that would look?
Imagine the beginning of a football
game. The cheerleaders are holding
their big old paper sign, the team is
ready to run through it, and suddenly,
the Crusader comes galloping out on
a horse-cape flying in the wind, sword
waving in the air. It would be
awesome.
The University of Colorado has a
real buffalo called Ralphie III that
these dudes run around the stadium
at the beginning of games. I think
that we should get the horse back.
Q: Is the best part of being the
Crusader getting to hang out with the
cheerkaders?
No, Pete told me that, though he
honestly does have a lot of fun with
them, for him, his favorite thing he
does as the mascot is give autographs
to kiddie fans. Seeing their faces light
up when he talks to them is pretty
neat, apparently. I could see that.
Q: So how does he sign autographs?
"Pete" or "The Crusader"
He signs all his autographs "Be
Good! H.C. Crusader." I'm pretty
sure he signs papers and homework
assignments "Peter O'Malley,"
though.
Q: Any sign of an identity crisis?
Well, Pete seemed to know pretty
well just who he is. It was obvious to
me that he really loves to dress up as
the Crusader, but he doesn't wear the
suit on Wednesday mornings or
anything.
Still, he did tell me "I AM the
Crusader. I feel like I embody the
spirit of the school and all the
students. You can't show me anyone
who's more into this school than me."
I think he's right.




skepticism, the ballroom dancing
club is underway for the first time
on the Holy Cross campus. This
club consists of 52 members who
meet every Monday night from 8:30-
9:30 in the
Hogan Ballroom. Although a
majority of the members are
students, there are some hoofing
faculty members involved as well.
Beginners are always welcome,
so don't worry about stepping on
some toes! Two professional
teachers from the Arthur Murray
Dance Studios give ten lessons for
the affordable price of $20.00.
In the first few lessons they
taught the fox trot, the swing, and
the waltz.
Anna Philips and Karen
Wozniak, the co-presidents and co-
founders of this club, met with
several obstacles while trying to get
it started. Funding and scheduling
were their main problems. The
Student Government was uncertain
about the success of this club, but
they decided to give $100.00 for
advertising.
Scheduling was an obstacle
because Peter Simonds, the Director
of Student Activities, did not feel
that enough students would be
interested in this type of activity. It
was also a problem because the
Hogan Ballroom is used by many
different clubs on campus and
various groups in Worcester.
Although the club had a rocky
start, it is now running smoothly.
The group was finally given
permission to meet in the Ballroom
on Monday nights. The meeting
time for next semester is still not
defmite. The class has reached
maximum capacity and the people
involved take it seriously.
Mainly everyone attends the class
each week. Each person has several
dance partners throughout the night
which gives them the opportunity to
meet new people and from an
outsider's point of view, they seem
to be having a really good time.
Anna and Karen both agree that
everyone is having fun and it is a




view, they seem to be
having a good time!"
In the future, this club hopes to
have a formal ball for all of its
members and maybe even dance
competitively. They also hope to
encourage other colleges in the area
to start a ballroom dancing club. At
the beginning of next semester there
will be an opportunity for all the
Holy Cross campus to become a
part of this activity.
So dust off those dancing
shoes,grab a partner,and join the
fun!Learning ballroom dancing is a bail! Stephen J. Pongono/ The Crusader
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horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) And now, a horoscope that rhymes even:
Hickory, dickory, dock; Your face could stop a clock. You weigh a ton,
You aren't much fun -- Hickory, dickory, dock. The promise of free
food clinches it -- you'll go to the dance with the poor slob. A Cancer
who used to think you were pretty cute has found a better use for used
hot-dogs.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) You are upset to find out that the
ingrown hair on your upper lip is penetrating into your mouth and
must be pulled out from the inside. A Pisces asks you to join the new
wrestling club but you wonder if you'll have to supply all the jello. A
Gemini gets a perm, but he really didn't need to make his armpits
more attractive.
CAPRICORN (December 22-Jan. 19) Guest astrologist, Jen Moore,
says: While attempting to clip your oversized nostril hairs, you realize
it is all just one long hair; however, you are not annoyed because
flossing is now made convenient. You realize that guy, Sy Spurting, of
the Hair Club for Men is really a very clever balding gorilla who is
trying to take over the world using the minds of insecure bald men.
An Aries with one eyebrow misses his other one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) What a lovely day it is... take advantage
of the fine weather, and that nice-looking girl while you're at it. Save
some breath mints for when they bring you in for questioning. Your
date for the blind date ball arrives with her seeing-eye dog. A Cancer
spreads into your lungs causing you much discomfort and certain
death.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) Sadness takes over when you realize you
were not what you thought you were... normal-looking. You have
painful memories of being sold into a human oddities sideshow as
Chris Shorten. You are slightly disturbed when your date shows up
wearing a Kimball Tray blue dress, because you are wearing the same
one. A Scorpio wonders if he'll have to pay later for all you have
done.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Tickets available for Perry Como at the
Centrum on Friday Dec. 13 at 8 pm. Price is $26. For more
information contact: Margaret, Personnel Dept., O'Kane 61. Respond
by 11/15.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Once upon a time, you dressed so fine...
ahh, memories. You are not too popular this season, in fact, your only
fan is turned off during these chillier months. A slightly sadistic friend
comes up with a new snack item, "Cheese Curls Up And Dies." A
tango with destiny wears you out and you try to lambada with fate
instead. A Gemini who used to enjoy full frontal nudity feels a cold
coming on.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) The winds of autumn gently blow your
skirt up and you decide to charge a quarter a peek. A friend needs an
organ transplant because his old one just can't hit those high notes
anymore. A flasher decides to retire because he couldn't stick it out
another year. Your parents get you that frontal lobotomy you always
wanted. A Capricorn with a cleft palate tells you "I fluff you."
CANCER (June 21-July 22) The cold weather invades your private
space and slips down your neck feeling its icy fingers down your spine,
making you moan and groan and... heck, this is the most action you've
gotten all year. If a stranger suddenly gives you flowers, it's probably a
mistake. A Libra's belt buckles under the pressure.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) The starry sky of midnight puts a twinkle in the
eye putting you in the mood for just about anything. Sensing this, an
acquaintance asks you if you'd enjoy a game of ping-pong... in the
nude... with Raymond Burr. You wonder if the Pope slept his way to
the top. An Aries enjoys eating vegetables but finds it difficult to
swallow the wheelchairs.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Boy is it cold out there... it's so cold that
you decide against the tether ball competition and opt for a cup of hot
sex. You do not enjoy the poker game at the leper colony because they
keep throwing their hands in. You enjoy his sense of humor but really
wish he'd stop telling everyone that you're his seeing-eye dog. You
wonder if that Sagittarius meant it when he called you fetching -- of
course he did, it's not every gal who can impersonate a schnauzer
without trying.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Instead of a good-night kiss tonight, ask for
cash. You wonder what those priests are hiding under their collars...
hickeys, maybe? You hate that fat guy's gut. Stupidly, your friend falls
in front of the library. Good-naturedly, you fall too so he don't feel so
bad too much that day or nevah-evah again untew he died in his
sweeeeeep wid his iddy-biddy wife, Julie... and she start dant) anudder
mans who was mo' betta den hes wuz anyweighs, dat ugly, sugger. But
you get back up anyway... lucky dayt,
PERSONALS!!!
Hey all you horn-dogs out there! It's time to get PERSONAL
again! Send a note to the one you love, the one you hate, or the
one who donated that kidney for you...
NAME 
P.O. BOX 
RATES: 50 cents per 10 words
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM
RETURN TO P.O. BOX 32A BY TUESDAY 4 P.M.




WEEKEND — That was such a
bummer. How anti-climactic. Only
four tailgates this year and one had
to be cancelled. Who really cares
about what condition Freshman
Field is in? What sports use that
field anyway? I know, you can't live
your life in regrets, but it was quite
sad. Oh well, then the Colgate
game will just have to be even more
fun then.
2.ICY SALADS? -- Why oh why
must they put ice in with the lettuce
in the salad bar? Who really cares
if the lettuce is cold in the first
place? And it's just inevitable that
some ice ends up in your salad with
the croutons, carrots and tomatoes.
Yuch. And then the extra ice that's
left in the salad bar melts, and the
lettuce just ends up lying there,
soaking in a big puddle. Ewwwww.
3.FUNKY PIANO IN MASS -- The
piano or organ or whatever
instrument that was playing at 10:00
mass on Sunday night was so funky.
I was expecting them to break out
in show tunes or something, instead
of the regular church music.
Actually, it sounded a lot like the
music from "Oklahoma." Things in
St. Joseph's Chapel sure are getting
curiouser and curiouser.
4.IT'S FINALLY WINTER NOW...
-- No matter how cold the
temperature is, it's not really winter
for me until Physical Plant puts up
those grey wooden boards on the
library steps. I've started wearing
my gloves and coat now that they're
up. I think that we should thank
God for those, because once it
snows, I know that I would definitely
trip down the stairs at least three
times a day if it weren't for them.
5.QUADS -- Even though this
school is co-ed, I swear that guys get
all the luxuries around here. For
instance, they get all the great
rooms like quads and triples and
stuff. I think that the girls deserve
them. Hey, we're the ones that
have to walk up and down a zillion
flights of stairs to do laundry!
6.STEIN STAIRS -- Who's the
person that made the all important
decision that when you're going
down the stairs to Stein, you go on
the right side, and when you're
coming up, you go up the left? It
must have been a decree made by
Father Brooks many moons ago.
7.BARN JACKETS -- I think that
every person at Holy Cross either
has a barn jacket, knows someone
who has a barn jacket, or deep
down inside really wants a barn
jacket, but refuses to conform and
order one. (If you have just landed
from Mars and are uninformed as
to what a barn jacket is, just pick up
your latest J. Crew catalog, and
believe me, it's there.)
8.WHEELER CARLIN SEMI-
FORMAL -- Does anybody know
why Alumni and Carlin don't have •
their semi-formals together
anymore? And why would they plan
the Wheeler semi-formal to be the
night before an away football game?
Whether people want to admit it or
not, there are more fatnecks in
Wheeler than your average dorm.
And so now there are going to be
many big boys from Wheeler who
are most disappointed because they
can't go to their dance. That stinks.
9.PRE-REGISTRATION -- I don't
know why, but pre-registration
makes me nervous. Maybe it's
because they hit you with notices
about it, practically the first week
into school. I hate dealing with
computers, too. They just don't
understand me. Arid filling out
those forms is a serious test of your
intelligence. They should use that
instead of the SAT's. Pre-
registration should be banned,
because it causes much unnecessary
stress.
10.NERDY KNAPSACKS?! --
When everyone started carrying
knapsacks in high school, it was
possibly the nerdiest thing in the
world to put the straps up on both
shoulders. You might as well just
be wearing a pocket protector and a
bow tie. But now it's the new cool
trend to wear both straps of your
back pack. Gone with are the days
of just one strap. Maybe since
we're in college now, we .feel that
we can assert our own identities or
something. I don't really know why,
I just think it's funny.
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old a piece of tape
up to your eyes, dim the lights
and try to fill out your taxes.
Now you're seeing things from
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For this woman it's poor eyesight, for
someone else it might be arthritis or
maybe they just can't cope. The fact is,
last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
please call 1 800 829-1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.
A Public Service of rri Internal








Jazzin' up the dance program
By MIMI GRUSZICA
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
All those O'Kane 4 regulars
heard an unusual sound emanating
from studio 481 this week: the big
band Jazz sound. This swingy music
was playing because world renowned
jazz choreographer Danny
Buraczeski was here to pay Holy
Cross a special visit.
Although Buraczeski, the owner
of his own Minneapolis-based dance
company, Jazzdance/Zenon Dance,
rarely visits college campuses,
Professor Mary Paula Hunter saw
his work and decided to contact
him. He agreed to come and












Buraczecki's visit presents a rare
opportunity for the small Holy Cross
dance department. Pr. Hunter, our
only choreographer, concentrates
her efforts towards ballet and
modern dance, her areas of
expertise. Although most Holy
Cross students who take dance
possess a foreknowledge of jazz,
they have no opportunity to study
jazz here.
Buraczeski says that he believes
Pr. Hunter requested his visit
because he uses jazz basics. Most
jazz companies, he says, use pop
music, whereas he choreographs
only jazz pieces. He feels that
dancers who use pop music abandon
jazz aesthetics and simply "attack the
audience with their pelvis."
Buraczeski's movement reflects the
music's sound, a concept similar to
the modern dance that Holy Cross
students usually perform.
Buraczeski taught dancers
Daysha Young, Yardise Jones, Erin
McMaster, Janine McAssey, Liz
Bonamo, Jim Bronstein, Christina
Amend ila and Carolyn Roslund his
choreography to "Airegin," a jazz
composition by Lambert, Hendricks,
and Ross, an early sixties group
consisting of two men and a woman.
The Manhattan Transfer has
recently copied their scat-singing be-
bop style. -
Buraczeski calls his piece a
"playful dance" which incorporaies
lots of difficult "rocking motions."
He also says that he's relieved and
impressed that the Holy Cross
dancers are "all very good
musically."
Choreographing at Holy Cross
actually presents a double motive
for Buraczeski. He hopes that he
will revive this piece for his own
company in the spring when they
perform in Minneapolis and tour
the country. He says that working
here will help him brush up on the
choreography and make the needed
improvements. He's slightly
flustered by the fact that he must
teach so much in only one week;
therefore, he's only teaching three
of the dance's five sections.
The Fenwick Theater's thrust
stage presents another problem.
The rounded front provides a weird
dance space, so Buraczeski must
modify some of the choreography.
He's also using lots of guess work,
because he's teaching the dance in
Studio 481 while the theater
department rehearses their fall
production on the actual stage
below.
Anyone who wishes may catch an
actual glimpse of Buraczeski while
he choreographs in °Wane 481
until Saturday evening. Otherwise
the dancers will perform his piece at








Last Friday everyone at Holy
Cross received their pastel-pink
telephone directories. Yea! Now
we won't have to call information
and copy down numbers on stray
pieces of paper that always seem to
get lost. I am grateful for their
arrival, however I must point out
that it is November. The semestii
is half over! I don't even mind that
some of the numbers are wrong.
With almost 2,600 students on and
off-campus, it's understandable.
What I'm wondering, as I sit at
my typewriter complaining about the
three ten-page papers that I have
due in the space of four days, is
this: why is everything so late?
Last year, our 1990-1991 course
catalogues arrived in October. As
of November 4, there's been no sign
of them. Pre-Registration begins on
November 7. Students need to have
more detailed descriptions about
classes that just: 0920101
Masterpieces Amer Lit.
If students make an effort to get
all their papers in on time, study for
all their tests and contribute to the
life of the school, shouldn't the
administration get their work done
on time?
Don't get mc wrong, I'm not
complaining. I'm just concerned.
As a sophomore, I pretty much
understand the way things work
around here. However, there may
be some first-year students who
don't have a clue!
So please, if anyone having
anything to do with our course
catalogues is reading this, try and
get our catalogues to us. If you
already have, thank you. If not,
please hurry. I'm sure that you'd
make a lot of Holy Cr,oss, students
617/277-5280
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Part I of II
By THE TOTAT , PACKAGE and THE SCRIBE
"To thine own self, be true."
-William Shakespeare
"Are you boys a bit bored?
Then snap into it! Snap into a Slim
Jim!" That's about all anyone has
heard from former World Wrestling
Federation Champion Ultimate
Warrior these days. Suspended for
ninety days starting in late August
for missing matches and publicity
appearances, the Warrior has all but
been written off the script in the
WWF. The Warrior's fall from
greatness, though, began long before
his suspension; indeed, the Ultimate
One's downfall can be traced as far
back as the 1991 Royal Rumble.
Like many a Greek tragic hero,--
most notably, the prideful Achilles--
the Warrior had a fatal flaw: he
was not true to himself. Once
possessing the potential for
greatness possibly equalling that of
the immortal Hulk Hogan, the
Warrior now languishes in the world
of Saturday morning commericials,
stuck between "Smurfs" and Sean
Mooney's "Wrestling Spotlight."
Where did it all begin and why?
The Warrior emerged from Parts
Unknown (P.O. Box 666) in the
early winter of 1987. At
Wrestlemania IV he pinned
Hercules, thus winning that all
important first feud. During the
summer of 1988, while most of the
world was preoccupied with the
formation of the Mega-Powers and
their impending match with the
Mega-Bucks, the Warrior was
kicking butt. In several six man tag
matches with the British Bulldogs,
he pinned Ax and Smash on a
number of occasions. (This is
during the pre-Crush days when
Demolition was still a force-- and
still a team, come to think of it).
Summerslam '88 saw the
Warrior take his first step in the
Ultimate Destiny--he took an
"injured" Brutus Beefcake's place
and defeated the Intercontinental
Champion Honky Tonk Man in
under a minute.
His title reign lasted until
Wrestlemania V, when Ravishing
Rick Rude won in a controversial
match. Undaunted, the Warrior
reclaimed the belt from Rude at
Summerslam '89 (thanks very much,
Roddy Piper). Yet this did not
necessarily portend greatness.
Other Intercontinental champions
had won back the title, most notably
Tito Santana (the newly canonized
"El Matadore"). Yet as 1990
approached, the Warrior was
certainly proving to be more than
Flying Jalepeno with face paint.
Tune in next week when we
chronicle the Ultimate Challenge
and the Warrior's fall from Grace.
Personals... Personals...







Now youre a "legal eagle too!
Happy 21 st love bird
11r VleflefleAr'rellr
Marisa-Happy Birthday!
Look out for prairie fires.
Your brother.
To the "baby" of the group:
Glad you finally caught up!
OtAstittia40.40.4tis
To The Wacky Wheeler 2 Babes:
Shwing! The night's here-make it
ugly! Enjoy the trip around the
world. May good times run amuck
and sloppiness fly at random!. .,have
a nice time, girls!




of...Walk me in Memphis...1'11 have
what she's having. ..Sheldon can do
your taxes, but... Hola, Senor
Cleaver!Fire up the blender... I'm just
gonna close my eyes for five
minutes...




Welcome to the Club-I'll be seeing
you in the Pub. Happy 21st!
Love, Al
To my special SPUD,
Thanks for a great year. You are
a beautiful person inside and out
and I love you all the way. I hope
your birthday was fun and that this
weekend is eve more fun. Who
would have thought that the Duplex
could have created something so




Brigadista bridges cultural gaps
By SARAH REGAN
FEATURES STAFF
I'm too old for trick-or-treating,
but this was still one of the better
Halloweens I've spent. I went to
see the play Brigadista, sponsored
by the Central American Awareness
Group, and presented in the Hogan
Ballroom on October 31.
The action takes place in
February of 1990 during the
Nicaraguan presidential elections.
Daniel Ortega, head of the FSLN (
the Sandinista Front for National
Liberation) is running for re-
election. Ten years earlier, the
FSLN led a successful revolution to
overthrow the Somoza Dictatorship,
and as a result this party is largely
supported by the people of
Nicaragua.
/ 
e• Debbie means well
but is annoyingly
self-righteous, and
seems to be on a one-
woman campaign to
liberate the country."
However, there is now
opposition from the UNO (the
National Opposition Union), a right
wing coalition funded by the U.S.
and running against the FSLN.
Nicaraguans are also plagued by the
contras, a U.S. supported counter-
revolutionary army who has fought a
guerrilla war since 1982, killing
thousands of Nicaraguans, both
military and civilian.
The play centers around a young
American woman, Debbie (Tanya
Shaffer, also the playwright), who
travels to Nicaragua to pick coffee
beans and observe the elections. A
supporter of the FSLN, Debbie
means well but is annoyingly self-
righteous, and seems to be on a
one-woman campaign to liberate the
country. She soon learns the
difference between her preconceived
ideas and the real world.
Much of the humor in Brigadista
comes from Debbie's severe case of
culture shock. For example, she is
surprised to find that a campaign
rally is as much of a party as a
political statement, and that the
Nicaraguans are not all saint-like
activists, but just regular people
doing whatever it takes to survive.
The humor often has an edge, as
when Debbie mentions to one of
the women in the co-operative
where she works that she is an only
child. So many of the Nicaraguans
have lost relatives in the contra war
that a young woman asks her, "Oh,
did your brothers and sisters die?"
Gradually, Debbie loses her
patronizing attitude and becomes
closer to her co-workers. Amanda
(Julia Padilla M.), the vice-president
of the co-op, is probably the one
who teaches Debbie the most about
-
the realities of life in Nicaragua.
When UNO wins the election,
Debbie is appalled, and feels that
the people have betrayed the
revolution. Amanda is also
disappointed, but explains the
people's motivations: they wanted
the contra war to end, and they
desperately need the economy to
improve so they will have enough to
eat.
Debbie finally comes to
understand what the others have
been telling her all along -- the best
thing she can do is go home and
help stop the U.S. government from
interfering. She should not take it
upon herself to remake Nicaragua's
culture. The country obviously has
problems, but as Amanda's sister
Gabriela (Maria Elena Mestayer)
tells Debbie, "If you could just get
your government out of our way, I
think we could handle the rest just
line."
Brigadista is a powerful play with
strong performances from the cast,
most of whom played multiple roles.
The sets were sparse and many of
the actions, such as picking beans or
making tortillas, were pantomimed
by the actors, letting the audience
fill in the gaps with their
imagination. It was definitely an
enjoyable evening and an
educational one as well.
1-c4! 6.11.•±* jetcd• • •




Who is this Marisa person and how
well does she pay her friends?
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H.C. rumbles to 8-0
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
SPORTS STAFF
Two weeks ago Holy
Cross overcame numerous
obstacles to defeat a tough
Lehigh team, 43-42, in a
game that had everything
from trick plays to bombs to
defensive touchdowns. After
such an emotionally draining
contest, one might have
expected the Crusaders to
slow down a bit in their
game with Lafayette last
weekend. This was not the
case at all.
Holy Cross rolled to a 31-
0 halftime lead and went on
to crush the Leopards, 48-14.
It was the Crusader's 17th
straight win and their 8th
victory of the 1991 season.
This is only the fourth team
in school history to achieve
the 8-0 mark.
After a shaky start -
which included a fumble and
an interception - the
Crusader offense sliced
through the Lafayette
defense like a hot knife
through butter. Six
completions by QB Tom
Ciaccio and a running game
directed by Jerome Fuller
brought the purple offense
down into Leopard territory.
Fuller then took the ball 16
yards into the endzone for a
7-0 Crusader lead. Holy
Cross never looked back.
One series later, Ciaccio
hit WR Al Hebron for a 47
yard gain. Hebron's speed
and footwork gave the
Crusaders some breathing
room on the drive. Ciaccio
did it again on the very next
play, leading WR Lenny
DeMontagnac down the right
sideline to the 1 yard line
and 32 yard gain.
Sophomore FB Scott
Wikander took the ball the
rest of the way for his third
TD of the season and a 14-0
Crusader lead.
The second quarter saw
an equally prolific Holy
Cross team. Lafayette
watched in horror as two
field goals missed - a 37-
yarder that hit the cross bar
TWICE before bouncing
away, and a 49-yarder that
was deflected.
Again Ciaccio had the
right stuff, connecting with
DeMontagnac in the
endzone for a 8 yard TD
play. But it was the previous
play that set up this TD.
WR Mark Roman took a
lateral from Shawn Sierra
and tossed the pigskin to
DeMontagnac for a 47 yard
gain. Anthony Pignio's PAT
gave the Crusaders a 21-0
lead.
Unfortunately for
Lafayette, this was not the
end of the first half. DT
Corey Vincent and MG Dill
Hitchmoth sacked Leopard
QB Tom Kirchnoff to set up
another score. And then
Pignio who belted a 39 yard
FG for a 31-0 halftime lead.
Midway through the third
quarter Ciaccio threaded the
needle, finding WR Joe
Gallagher between two
defenders for a 39 yard TD.
Pignio then hit his 29th
consecutive PAT, a school
record.
Yet, the Crusaders were
beset by penalties in the
second half, allowing
Lafayette to finally score. At
first it seemed as though the
Leopards would never score.
Holy Cross CB Mike Walsh
broke up a pass on the
goalline on a fourth down.
However, all hopes of a
shutout were soon
extinguished as the
Leopards' Art Dennis scored
on a one yard dive.
Lafayette narrowed the
margin to 38-7 at the end of
the third quarter.
Ciaccio retaliated as the
fourth quarter opended,
hitting TE Ron Hooey for a
1 yard TD and a 45-7 lead.
Lafayette answered with
another score, and Pignio
responded with a 27- yard
FG for good measure. Holy
Cross ran away with a 48-14
victory. •
CROSS NOTES:
-Ciaccio finished the day 27-
35 for 300 yards, 3 TD's and
one INT.
-Jerome Fuller rushed for
118 yards on only 15 carries,
carrying only 3 times in the
second half. Fuller became
only the fifth Crusader to
rush for 2,000 career yards.
-Lenny deMontagnac had the
game of his career, totaling 5
receptions for 105 yards and
his first TD.
-Pignio was named Patriot
League Rookie of the Week
after his two field
goal/record PAT
performance.
-The purple defense played
extremely hard, holding
Lafayette to 209 total yards,
a season low for Crusader
opponents. DT Corey
Vincent spearheaded the
defensive effort, recording 16
tackls, including 2 sacks for





At 5:30 yesterday I found out about Magic Johnson.
He's one of the best three players I've ever seen and I just
hope he can fight his sickness, as we all do.
I'll miss watching him play. A lot.
Anyway... here are some of the questions most
commonly asked of me:
--What would you do to improve the Red Sox?
I'd trade Mike Greenwell for Chuck Finley, sign
Frank Viola, and trade Carlos Quintana to St.Louis for
Ray Lankford (a speedy outfielder). Then I'd shoot
Tom Brunansky and bring Dewey Evans back.
--Who puked in your shower during your Senior
Weekend party?
I don't know.




--Hey, you went to the Celtics-Bulls game last week.
Any thoughts?
Scottie Pippen's got a big schnozz. Horace Grant
likes men. B.J. Armstrong is aptly named. Michael
Jordan sucks.
--Didn't Jordan have 44 though?
He was lucky.
--Who belongs on the warmest spot in hell?
I'm not sure. I asked my roommate John and he
said it should be anyone who calls the library "The
Bra re."
--What's wrong with the Bruins?
Who?
--The Bruins? The Boston Bruins? Hockey? The
NHL?
Oh, oh. Well.., if it's true that they had a chance to
trade 31 year-old star defenseman Ray Bourque for 18
year-old mega-star Eric Lindros... and they didn't... then
they deserve such shoddy status. Maybe even the
warmest spot in hell.
--How could you think of trading Ray Bourque? He is
the Bruins.
Listen: Great defensemen help win Stanley Cups,
but great scorers win Cups. Gretzky has 5; Lafleur 5;
Lemeiux 1 (and counting); Orr 2. If the Bruins were
ever going to win with Bourque, they would have in the
last four years. and they didn't. Enjoy Quebec, Ray.
--Do you realize we just devoted 4 paragraphs to
hockey?
I know, I know... Hey, what the hell just happened
there?
--What are Sully and Cush's real names?
I don't know. No idea. Actually, I think those are
their names - kind of like Madonna. Or Seka.
--Did you know that the woman's basketball team is
playing the Czechoslovakian national team Sunday?
Yes! I'm going! I want to see the star Czech center,
Yvknlnkck Rvldnzbc.
--Hey, you ever hear strange voices, voices no one can
hear but you?
No. What are you talking about?
--Forget it. What are your three favorite diners?
The Heritage, Artie's Bagel Bakery, and the Emerald
Isle. I still haven't decided on the whole Culpepper's
experience yet.
--Is it true you're dating the Senior Weekend stripper?
Shawna? No, no. We're just good friends.
--Do you think she's a former gymnast?
I'm sure of it. She was actually former Olympic
champ Mitch Gaylord.
--Hey, how 'bout some predictions?
(Continued on Page 18)
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Quinsigamond was like glass
this past Sunday, but that
calm would soon be
shattered by the crews of
Holy Cross as they cut
through the water and cut
down the competition in the
annual Snake Race Regatta.
With its 13 boats entered
in the competition, Holy
Cross had its eager eyes on
some wins, hoping to put to
shame those other schools




The day started on sort
of a sad note, as two of the
three novice women boats
got disqualified for going
the wrong way.
The "C" crew kept
their heads about them,
however, and finished
second behind WPI.
Those novice men fared
much better, placing first,
sixth, and seventh out of
twelve boats. Their "A"
boat was looking fine and
they grooved along the
water with grace... definitely




Assumption coach ("We got
this one in the bag!"), the
burly varsity women took to
their oars and clocked
Assumption over the head.
The varsity heavyweight
eight won the race with
some 40 seconds to spare,
embarrassing those ugly
Assumption rowers and
making their coach feel
pretty dumb. The
lightweight eight finished
just two seconds behind
Assumption and were much
better-looking as well. The
J.V. boat brought up the
rear after a fine row and
there was much rejoicing!
It was now the men'5
turn to do H.C. proud.
With two boats in the race,
the varsity heavyweight and
lightweight, this would
certainly be the competition
to watch. The lightweight
guys, as exemplified in prior
performances, could not be
stopped, and they won the
day, heating out the Holy
The heavyweight men
turned in their finest
performance of the season,
finishing just two seconds
behind WPI. The race
showed their steady
improvement and indicates
the advent of great things
for the men this spring.
Cross heavyweight boat and
the much-favored WPI
heavyweight boat. This
crew of eight skinny guys
has certainly gotten it all
together this season, and
they will only get better
come springtime.
Well, the teams have
docked for the winter, but
can be seen daily getting
tanked at the Hart Center.
The teams would like to
take this opportunity to
thank all those who came
out and cheered for them
this season... the hootin' and
hollerin' kept the team
going! You can all look
forward to seeing the men's
team in brand-spankrng-new
team jackets this year. As
for the women, those poor
slobs could only afford new
team socks, but are making
the most of it.
THE CRUSADER'S ATHLETES OF THE WEEK -
The varsity lightweight eight.




- he just the best? He's our
#1 receiver, and if that cutey
Ciacio gets hurt, Mark could
play quarterback. It's like
having two guys! And with
those sideburns he could
probably go out with
Shannon on Beverly Hills
.90210. I wonder if he'd have
the time with all those
football jobs.
2.UMPIRES --What's
we with those guys? When they
call somebody safe they look
like really big birds trying to
fly. When they call
somebody out they look like
they're hitchhiking. If they
could fly they really wouldn't
need to hitchike. Would
they???
3.SPORTS BARS -- Why
is Joe De's a sports bar and
McGuries isn't? Is it
necause they have two pool
tables?
4.BALLPARKS I love
going to ballparks. I don't
even care about the game,
it's the food!
5.NICKNAMES -- Why
do you have to play a sport
to get a nickname? Why
don't businessmen get them?
I can see it now...
Pablo "Gator" Picasso... ah
yes, sweetness!
6.DESPERATION
PASSES -- The Falcons beat
the 49ers on one of those
"Hail Mary's" at the end of
the game last week. Who is
this Mary anyway? 's the
quarterback have to say the
words 'Hail Mary" out loud
when he throws, or just think
them?
7.THE NYC
MARATHON - Can you
imagine running 26 miles?.
That is s00000 long... I don't
think I could walk 26 miles.
Heck! I don't think I could
drive 26 miles!
8.TRADES -- Mitch
Richmond was traded for
Billy Owens last week. What
was Golden State thinking?
Richmond is so much cuter.
Owens has a terrible
haircut... he probably gave it
to himself.
9.PRO WRESTLING --
Now, come on... really.
What's up with those
freakies? If they know it's
fake, and we know its fake,
why does anybody watch.
They aren't even cute.
10.FIELD GOAL
KICKERS -- Isn't it amazing
that those big huge guys can
beat up on each other for
the whole game, and then
one of those little kicker
guys runs in from another
country and wins the game!
Is that fair? I wonder if
those big guys ever get mad.
I would!
Questions, questions
(Continued from Page 17)
Okay. the Redskins and Houston in the Super Bowl'
Washington winning. Philly's defense and K.C's run
game make them sleepers. And watch out for the
upstart Patriots.
--Anything else?
H.C. will go 11-0. Both hoop teams will reach the
NCAA's. The Celts will be good with a healthy Brian
Shaw and great with Dee Brown. Peace for mankind-
--Do you think your readers realize that whenever you
write an article like this, it means you had no real ideas?
Definitely. It speaks for itself.
--Is there any way to sit comfortably in the Kimball
movie theater?
Only if you're an invertabrate, like Nick Aieta.
--What happened to your sideburns?
My sideburns have taken a place alongside Ishtar,
Mike Dukakis, and the Jackson's "Victory" tour as one
of the biggest failures in history.
--Where do you want to settle down after college?
Hmmmm. Probably either in Milwaukee or Buffalo...
NO rriTrri!!!!
--Have you played hoops in the Field House this year?
No. I like having the full usage of both knees.
--And finally, what ever happened to Sean Krause? I
he in some sort of writing exile?
Put it this way: He can officially be placed alongside
Ishtar and my sideburns. And this article...
Intramurals
(Continued from Page 20)
On Sunday the Seamen
was swimming upstream
when it ran into the Legion
of Doom. The final score
was the DOOMSTERS 24
and the Seamen 19. Mike
Neary keyed the victors with
three TD passes and a TD
run. Sean Lyn :11 was the
recipient of two of these.
Needless te say, the
Fighting Amish won again
this weekend to remain
unbeaten. They wallopped
the Distant Champions 51-0.
The Amish were les by the
outstanding play of Malcolm
"Jamaal Warner" Ennels at
QB. Ennels was responsible
Morgan
(Continued from Page 20)
last year included leading the
team with .392 average,
hitting 6 triples, good enough
for third in the nation in
triples per game and setting
a Holy Cross record with 47
RBI's wlile patrolling Center
Field for the Crusaders.
In additon in the game
against Boston University in
Fenway Park, he hit a Home
Run over the famous Green
Monster in Left Field.
Morgan commented, "It was
nice. Everyone was a little
more excited than I was."
Morgan complimented
the football team for the
friendship they have given
him over the last four years.
for 38 points in the game.
All-Pro Mike " " Cloonan
continued to shine for the
Amish. For the losers,
bright spots included Matt
Quilty's sack, Steve Key's
INT, and the final gun.
The IFI season is rapidly
coming to a close and the
playoffs will soon be upon
us. Post seaon honors are on
the line. The All-Turtleneck
team will be selected out for
the best dressed IFL players
- Captain Dave Cioffi will
preside over the fashion
show/ male orgy. Every
game counts!!!
"It's a real close group , real
together, the guys on the
team are my best friends.
They'll do anything for you."
Matt is not sure what he
would like to do after
graduation. He would like
another opportunity to play
professional baseball but said
if it does not work out he
might go to law school.
Coach McGovern
commented, "Matt will be
missed next year. They're a
special group of kids
(Morgan, Flauto, and
Kovath). Hopefully, if we
stay focused this year will be
something everyone will
remember."
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Women runners capture
second place at tourney
CHRISTINE DAVENPORT
SPORTS STAFF
The Holy Cross Women's
Cross Country team
completed their bittersweet
1991 season by capturing
second place in the Patriot
League Championships last
Saturday. Fordham
University hosted the Patriot
League race in
VanCourtland Park, New
York, where the Crusaders,
Lehigh, Bucknell, and
Lafayette attended.
"We were very pleased
with our finish," Coach Al
Halper stated, "Although we
felt it was a longshot to
overtake Fordham for top
honors, we knew that we
could capture second with a
complete team effort. this
was a moral victory as well
as a physical victory for the
team because we set our
season goal and achieved it."
Lynn Liberatore placed
first for the team and
eleventh overall. Liberatore
was the top first-year finisher
in the race, and promises to
be a stronghold for the team
over the next four years.
Ka th Ice n McKnight
demonstrated true "Purple
Pride" finishing second for
the team and thirteenth
overall after twisting her
ankle during an early part of
the 3.1 mile course.
McKnight was followed by
Christine Davenport, who
finished sixteenth overall.
A foot injury prevented
senior Courtney Finn from
racing in all but one meet
during the season; yet she
raced, placed, and scored for
the team on Saturday. Amy
Desrosiers, also recovering
from injury, placed just after
Finn for the third best
freshperson finish of the
race. Julia Galeazzi showed
her fighting spirit finishing
behind Desrosiers.
Rounding out the top
seven was Liz Oldread, a
newcomer to collegiate cross
country and a consistent
scorer for the team. Eileen
Farrell and Kathleen Develin
formed a formidable duo
throughout the race finishing
for the Crusaders.
Coach Halper is
especially happy with the
Patriot results since the Holy
Cross team appears to be
one of the youngest in the
Patriot League. Fordham,
the winning team, graduates
four of their top five runners
this year.
The 1992 cross country
season will be building for
Colgate as well. Lehigh, the
third place finisher, Bucknell
and Lafayette are also fairly





plagued the "purple pack"
during most of the season,
the team's senior captains
Farrell, Finn and Kathy
Moloughney rallied the
young squad to victory. Their
cross country experience
provided crucial guidance for
the young harriers. They
leave behind a legacy of
running excellence and
outstanding leadership.
The squad will travel to
Lehigh University November
16 for the N.C.A.A. Division
I Regional Qualifier -
E.C.A.C. Championships.
After the final race, Halper
and the team will direct their




(Continued from Page 17)
13 yards. Vincent was
named Patron League
Defensive Player of the
Week for the SECOND
STRAIGHT WEEK and the
fourth time in his career.
-DT Matt Nasser made 12
stops, while DE John Powell
had 8 hits playing LB for the
injured Marcus Duckworth.
LB Dave Barnett
recorded a career-high 12
stops and CB Chris Kovath
continued to shine (11
tackles, 1 INT).
-Tomorrow the Crusaders
play the Bucknell Bison (1-7)
on Christy Ma tthewson
Memorial Stadium in
Lewisburg, PA. Last season
Holy Cross defeated
Bucknell 43-14 on Fitton
Field, the Crusaders' 500th
victory.
-Game time is 1 p. WVEI
Radio (1440 AM) will
broadcast the action live.
The Crusader/J./ Kie6, Jr.





There are certain individual plays in sports that
are talked about for years after they happen. You can
usually tell that they're going to be talked about for
years right after they happen. Their impact is felt right
away.
A few of them come to mind immediately:*
Franco Harris' "Immaculate Reception," Fisk's homerun
in game 6, Gibson's homerun in game 1, Dwight Clark's
catch against the Cowboys, Willie Mays' catch and Bobby
Thomson's Shot Heard 'Round The World. These plays
are talked about more than the games they were made
in. A select few of them are talked about more than
most World Series and Super Bowls.
On Fitton Field last Saturday as Holy Cross
defeated Lafayette, one of these plays didn't happen.
No one is going to remember it two weeks from now, or
even today for that matter.
No one will remember it because the game was
a blowout and the outcome was expected. It didn't take
place during a comeback, it didn't put Holy Cross ahead
for good. And even though the play was a little out of
the ordinary, no one will remember it for its genius.
Coach Duffner will not be remembered as a field
general for the ages because of this play.
There were so many interesting aspects to this
play, though, that it can't die that easily.
Early in the second quarter Mark Roman came
across from the far side of the field and took a handoff
from Tom Ciaccio. Roman tucked the ball under his
arm and looked like he was going to run until he ripped
the ball out and lofted a beautiful, arching pass to Lenny
DeMontagnac. DeMontagnac made a great catch five
yards in front of two defenders and was brought down
about twenty yards away from the end zone.
The play was interesting because, if you were
paying attention, very close attention, you knew it was
coming. It was so obvious that even the defense might
have known it was coming, but it didn't matter. It did
not matter because they could not stop it.
After the previous offensive set, wide receiver
Mark Roman came off the field and started loosening
up his arm, playing catch for a few moments on the
sideline. Someone in the crowd pointed it out and
thought he was going to replace Ciaccio at quarterback.
When Holy Cross got the ball back everyone ran
onto the field quickly except for Ciaccio, who lingered
on the side talking to Coach Duffner. So, for a few
seconds, it looked like Roman was going to take over at
quarterback, but after receiving what must have been
some last minute instructions, Ciaccio joined the huddle.
As Roman lined up on the far side of the field,
something was missing. His right glove. Roman had
been wearing his black gloves all game, and now he had
just one.
A sparky young fan sitting forty rows back and
fifty yards down from the line of scrimmage called it out
so loud that his whole section must have heard it,
"Roman's gonna toss it, he's gonna throw!"
The defense, DeMontagnac said, picked it up
too. Lafayette shifted and actually did get on Roman
pretty quickly.
DeMontagnac was supposed to pretend like he
was blocking and then take off. Because Lafayette knew
what was coming he decided to take off right away. This
gave him a five yard lead on his defender and only the
fact he had to give up half a step to wait for the ball
prevented him from scoring.
The Roman to DeMontagnac pass will not be
remembered for very long, but the fact that everyone
knew it was coming and it still couldn't be stopped
makes it very intriguing, along with the sideline warmup,
the missing glove, and the changed pattern.
By the way, Mark, if you ever want to scare the
hell out of the defense, just take that glove off every













The 1991 Ten Man Pro
Bowl game ended with
Derrick Lombardi's Taste
Great team being awarded
the 1991 Pugsley Cup with a
6-0 win over Brian Marsella's
Less Filling squad. The
game was a hard-fought
defensive struggle, with
neither team gaining a first
down until the last minute of
the first half..
With 1:12 left in the first
half, Sean Sullivan lateraled
to to Rich "Myninthebush is
worth one-half or Mynahan
who threw a 45 yard bomb
that was tippped around the
secondary before being
pulled down by Brendon
"Search for the McHoly"
McGrail.
The play went to the two
yard line. On the ensuing
play, Chip "Steve" Keane
made a sliding catch for the
touchdown. The extra point
attempt was thwarted.
The game remained a
defensive stalemate for
nearly the entire second half
until the Taste Great defense
went into a prevent Then,
with a little bit more
breathing room from the
hellacious rush of Ban
Baumstak, Chaz Lees, and
Jeff (Girlie Man) Matthews,
C. Scott Bertram was able to
move the Less Filling down
the field.
Mike " " Cloonan and
Fred Graney had grabs and
on fourth and eight Bertram
almost completed a first
down pass to Andre "Hey,
hey, you, you, get off or
Macloud.
The game was hard
fought and exciting and the
fireworks display during the
post game celebration was
especially beautiful. Look
for your commemorative All-
Pro card set that will be
issued in early December. I
understand that the early
print of Jon "Greek God"
Piantes and H. Doane are
.already valued at over forty
dollars.
The late season schedule
has been crowded with 13
games being played last
weekend. Some teams
played as many as four
games.
One such team was
Citizen Genet (who split
winning two and losing two).
The tandem of Rich
Mynahan and Brendon Mc
Grail lit up the slcys for a
total of 25 points in their
pouncing of Making Passes.
Making Passes seemed
especially limp as they did
not even break into the stats
in any category.
In their 12-0 win over Da
Bucks, the Genet counted on
Dan Barret for defensive
control. Barret had an INT
and two sacks for the
winners. DaBucks defensive
line was strong with four
sacks (two by Franz "Don't
call me Frank" Wettley.
Genet then fell in two
close contests with 68 and I'll
Owe You One and So Much
Heart.. The 68er's won 6-
0 on a Bob Warchol circus
catch. So Much Heart won
a high scoring battle 23-18.
Dave "Your Cheeks are"
Ruddy showed great poise
completing three TD passes:
2 to Fred D'Agata and 1 to
Mike Stracco.
In other games, Al
"Speedy Gonzalez" Picarillo
snared a Faultless Al
Sablone shovel pass for the
deciding score as the Bloody
Trojans entered the victory
column over Making Passes
Making Passes had been
leading 6-2 on a Clem "ED"
Martin TD toss to Justin
"Case" Picciano. The
difference in the game then
was the safety sack of Martin
by All-Pro lineman Jeff
"Mike Mangan's friend"
Matthews. What a game.
The Legion of Doom
came up a little short against
So Much Heart Dave
Ruddy again keyed the
"Heart" attack with TD
passes to Joe "The Maltese"
Falcone and Steve McDevitt
and a one yard TD run. For
the Dommsters, Brian "Joe
Montana" Marsella
completed two TD passes.
Ed "Martin" Reilly had two
interceptions for the losers.
In a stunning comeback,
Box Lunch rallied for 27
second half points to
overcome a 19 point first
half deficit to beat Aurelia
Pilaf 27-19. Lou Pisacane
keyed a second half offense
that was exclusively "hurry
up". Aurelia Captain Bill
Simmons gasped afterwards
that "conditioning really hurt
us. We're a first minute
team".
Paul Brickley keyed the
defensive stands by the Box
Lunch. For the losers, QB
Simmons played averagely
and Chip Keane dominated
the Box Lunch secondary.





As I trekked up to the
football office to interview
Defensive Backs Coach Bill
McGovern about Senior
Free Safety Matt Morgan, I
saw Matt himself. He was in
Coach McGovern's office
watching films of the
Bucknell offense.
Although watching films
are a standard part of any
player's preparation for each
week's game, Coach
Bing's World
McCiovern informed me that
Morgan was watching these
films on a strictly voluntary
basis to prepare himself for
this week's game. This work
ethic is part of what has
made Morgan so successful
in his fmal year of Holy
Cross football.
Morgan was a highly
rated athlete coming out of
high school in Cresskill, NJ.
Besides being a standout
football player, he was an
excellent baseball player and
was drafted by the Houston
Astros. Morgan then came
to Holy Cross and saw
limited football action his
Freshman and Sophomore
year before seeing
substantial playing time as
the second-string Free Safety
behind Senior Jim Grady.
He returned for his
Senior year as the favorite
for the starting Free Safety
position and came ready to
succeed. Coach McGovern,
himself a former standout
Defensive Back for the
Crusaders, commented,
"Before Matt left for the
summer I challenged him
and told him 'This is your
Senior year. It's up to you
what you make of it.' We
were very happy when he
came back. He committed
himself over the summer and
stepped up to assert himself."
And Morgan has certainly
asserted himself. He leads
the Patriot League in
interceptions with 4 which is
also good enough for 31st in
the nation in Division 1-AA.
Besides this he has made 30
tackles and 25 assists for a
total of 55, 9th on the team.
Morgan knew he would
have to play a larger role for
the Crusaders this year. "I
was more prepared to play
this season. I knew the
defense better, the three
previous years helped me."
This knowledge of the
Defense plays an important
role for the Free Safety
position on the Crusaders.
Coach McGovern
commented, "The Free
Safety makes sure we're in
the right coverage. He
handles defensive schemes.
He's like a coach on the
field."
And while things like this
go unnoticed to the fan in
the stands, Morgan has
handled these duties capably
this year as well.
In addition to his football
success, Morgan is also one
of the stars of the baseball
team. His accomplishments
'(Continued on Page 18)No, this isn't a penit
entiary all-star team.
